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City Council Adopts
$1.4 Million Budget

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT—Santa is getting ready right now to begin his journey to Murray, Kentucky, as he makes his
rounds to all the children tonight Brian Murdock was getting in some last-minute requests Thursday afternoon at Santa's
house on the court square. Brian, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Murdock, is a six-year old first grader at Southwest
Elementary School
Staff Photo by David Hill

Carter Christmas To Be
Like Other Americans'
PLAINS, Ga.(AP) — Christmas Day
will be much the same in the home of
Presidentelect Carter as it is for many
other American families.
Carter Press Secretary Jody Powell
described the plans for the Carters' day
like this:
The day begins when the first Carter
child — including ( brother ) Billy's kids
— gets up, wakes up those who are
sleeping and calls the other family to
wake it up. The immediate family
exchanges presents.
"Early Christmas morning — often
before daylight — the Carters gather at
Miss Lillian's for breakfast: Jimmy,
Billy,(sister) Gloria and families.
"Ruth Carter Stapleton (Jimmy
Carter's other sister) has come down
from North Carolina to see Miss Lillian
at the hospital (she has a touch of arthritis) and it is expected that she'll
stay for Christmas."
Powell said the rule is that nobody
gets to open presents until all the family

members have arrived and that can
mean some serious problems for those
who straggle in last.
Powell, who once briefly refused to
reveal what the Carters would have for
Thanksgiving because he thought no
one was really interested, gave this
thorough view of the rest of the Carter
day,including meals:
"The breakfast is usually sausage,
eggs, ham, grits and biscuits. Presents
are exchanged among the extended
Carter family prior to breakfast.

Chance of Rain
Increasing cloudiness tonight with a
chance of rain. Rain possibly mixed
with snow on Saturday and a good
chance of snow Saturday night. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper 30s. Highs
Saturday in the 30s to low 40s. Winds
southerly to 15 mph tonight, becoming
northerly to 15 mph ,on Saturday.

"Christmas dinner — that's at lunchtime for you non-natives — is eaten
with Rosalynn's family at Miss Allies
( Allie Smith, her mother(. This year,
Murray Smith and Althea Smith Wall —
Rosalynn's brother and sister — will be
present.
"The dinner is traditional turkey,
ham, dressing and assorted vegetables.
Presents are exchanged among the
Smith family before dinner.
"This Christmas, the entire immediate Carter family will be together
at the Carter house on Christmas
evening: ( the three Carter sons and
their wives) Chip and Caron; Jack and
Judy and their son Jason, and Jeff and
Annette.
"No special meal is planned for this
gathering. Presents will be exchanged
among those present that evening.
"No information is available on who
is giving what to whom.
"A merry Christmas to each and
every one......

Dreams Of White Christmas
To Be Replaced With Gray Skies
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) — Many
Kentuckians dreaming of a White
Christmas will probably have to settle
for a gray one instead, according to a
National Weather Set-vice spokesman
here.
The weekend forecast ranges from
the probability of snow in the northern
Kentucky area near Cincinnati to
cloudy 4ies and rain in southeastern
Kentucky.
"It's just a typical Kentucky winter
situation," said NWS forecaster Dave
Smith. "It appears the rain-snow line
will be right along the Ohio River by
Christmas morning.
"We expect rain in most of the state
tonight, possibly mixed with snow by
Saturday afternoon, and a greater
chance of snow by Saturday night,"
Smith added. "By Sunday morning, we
may have some on the ground.
"It's a qualified situation," he ex-

plained, pointing to the expected
development today of a low in Texas as
the key ingredient. This low is expected
to "move rapidly into the Cumberland
Valley of Tennessee and Kentucky, b'i.
it's too early yet to tell" how much snow
it will produce in Kentucky.
He said that winds are expected to
increase as the low develops, but that if
the wind doesn't pick up sufficiently.
the moisture-producing front may not
reach Kentucky.
Smith said that Kentucky's
displacement from moistureproducing
areas accounts for the sketcky chance
of snow on Christmas Day.
The Great Lakes area, the Atlantic
Ocean and the Gulf ot Mexico, the
Major water bodies in the eastern half
of the country, are well removed from
Kentucky and, "if you drew a circle
from the Great Lakes to the Atlantic
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and Gulf Coast areas, they'd be about
equidistant from Kentucky," he said
In addition, "the mountains in
eastern Kentucky and the knobs area
near Louisville also influence the
weather," he said.
"We put out a statement every year
about the probability of avow based oil
past Christmases, and her6: again it
depends on your definition of a white
Christmas," Smith added. "If you're
talking about snow on Christmas Day
with no accumulation, there's about-a
25 per cent chance of that.
"But for a one inch accumulation,the
possibility falls to about 12 per cent,- he
added.
Nationally, Smith explained that
states north of the Ohio River are on the
winter storm track; Ohio, for instance,
has issued a winter storm watch for the
holiday weekend.

A record $1.4 million annual budget
for the City of Murray was approved by
the Murray Common Council meeting
in its final regular session for 1976 last
night.
The major difference in the 1977
budget with past budgets, as explained
by budget committee chairman Melvin
Henley, is that it includes some
recurring expense items, mainly paid
through revenue sharing in past years,
that have not been included in previous
budgets.
"This budget ( for 1977) looks bigger
than last year's, and it is some bigger,"
Henley said, "but it's not as much as it
looks.
The 1976 budget totaled $1,155,900 and
the budget for 1977 totals $1,419,883. The
main difference is that the 1976 budget
included only $71,600 in revenue sharing
funds and the 1977 budget includes
$249.368 in revenue sharing funds. The
1977 budget also includes $90,000,
...I:I:airily from state-sourees, that was
previously not budgeted.
The major revenue producer for the
city will be property tax, which is expected to generate $410,000 in 1977.
Other top projected revenue producers
Include the city's insurance tax,$107,000; privilege licenses, $89,0k;
vehicle licenses, $77,000; and franchise
taxes,$50,000.
The budgeted breakdown of expenses
by department is as follows:
- - Administrative and executive,
$84,460.
— City planner,$18,209.
—"Police Department I including
police court and dog warden,$386,736.
— Fire department,$375,438.
— Street Department,$169,640.
— Sanitation Department,$272,000.
— Other expense ( legal expense,
ambulance service, street lights, citycounty park and airport($113,000.
In general, Henley said, the budget
reflects a 10 per cent increase for
maintenance and expenses in the city
departments and an average pay raise
for city employes of six per cent.
'
Phone System Proposed
Also at last night's meeting, Bill
Lawson and Jim Futrell, representatives of South Central Bell Telephone
Co., proposed a centralized telephone
system for all city departments.
Such a system would, Futrell said,
"eliminate problem areas, update the
system, and provide for future
growth."
The proposed system would allow all
city departments to be reached by
dialing a single telephone number. The
calls would be dispatched to the proper
station by an attendent at a central
answering device.
Two systems were proposed to the
council. One, a PBX 770 system, would
cost the city approximately $1,042.95
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per month, $430.25 more than the
present average monthly cost of
$617.70. The second proposed system, a
''Dimension," solid-state system,
would cost an average of $969.58 per
month over a ten-year period, $356.88
per month more than the present cost.
The PBX system would also require a
one-time installation charge of $729.50;
the Dimension system would require a
one-time installation charge of
$5,317.55.
The city council's purchasing committee will investigate the proposals
further with the Bell representatives
and report back to the council at a later
date.
In a related matter, Bill Murphy, a
representative of the Jackson Purchase
Local Officials Association, urged the
council to explore the possibility of the
city adopting the emergency "911"
telephone number.
The 911 system allows all emergency
services, suelt-as police, fire and am--

balance, to be reached simply by.
dialing the three digits, 9-1-1.
Accountant Hired
Also at Thursday's session, the
council approved the hiring of Don I.eet
as supervisor of accounting for the
water and gas systems, effeetive April
1, 1977. Leet, who is a C. P. A. presently
working in an accounting firm in
Murray, will be responsible for the
financial operations of the two systems
and ultimately the central billing of the
two systems.
Gas system superintendent Tommy
Marshall, who has been given the task
of coordinating the combined billing of
the two departments by the council,
said that Leers job assignment will
also include the planning and implementation of a combined purchasing
department for the two systems and "to
offer the remainder of the general fund
operations the opportunity to participate if the Councilso desire14,
-- -

Youngster Spends First
Christmas At Home
fering from a respiratory disease.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Crystal
returned to the eastern Kentucky hills
Complications developed and Crystal
Thursday for her first Christmas at
came down with jaundice, pneumonia,
home since birth.
blood poisoning, anemia, seizures and
She was accompanied by two nurses,
cardiac arrest.
who had taken time off to drive the
"She also had infections in the ear
youngster back to the community
and the urinary tract and was on and off
where her struggle to survive began 16
a respirator for more than six months,"
months ago.
said Seligman.
All but one day of that period has
He described himself as "a quarbeen spent at Children's hospital here.
terback among the dozens of guar"Crystal came into the -world
teibacks who were calling the shots in
prematurely at' six months and it was
Crystal's behalf."
touch-and-go from the moment she
He said a tracheatomy tube was
began breathing," said Dr. Jerry
inserted into the baby's throat to
Seligman. "She was brought here by
"make it easier for her in the months
ahead."
ambulance and placed in the intensive
care nursery."
Crystal's mother, declining to be
Seligman, one of many physicians 'identified, spent the last week at the
hospital learning how to clean the tube
assigned to the case, said the initial
diagnosis showed the baby was suf(See First, Page 3)
Nas4

Farm Improvements
Farmers in the 125 counties of the Tennessee Valley have made significant
improvements durmg the past four decades, a Tennessee Valley Authority
census says.
"Dramatic increases have occurred in crop yields and livestock production throughout the Tennessee Valley.
-"'Much of the credit for production increases must be given to the
technology generated by agricultural research including work by the landgrant universities and TVA," Dr. Gerald G. Williams, TVA's director of
agricultural development,said Wednesday.
Regional data compiled by TVA for the U.S. Department of Agriculture
shows these comparisons between 1934 and 1974:
—Total farm product sales up from $113 million to $1.2 billion.
—Average sales per farm increased from $324 to $9,900 per year, with
sales per harvested acre increasing from $15 to $371.
—Increases in yields, with corn increasing from 20 to 61 bushels per acre;
cotton from one-half to one bale per acre, and tobacco from 852 pounds to
2,100 pounds per acre.
— Milk production per cow has increased from 3,000 to 8,600 pounds per
year.
— A changing balance between crops and livestock in which sales of
livestock and livestock products grew from 45 per cent of total farm product
to 65 per cent.
The production increases are more significant in light of the fact that the
number of farms in the region decreased from 349,000 to slightly more than
125,000, Williams said. The average farm size has increased from 70 acres to
120 acres.
cmyrv Jarliomasionen.

Festive Group To Gather For
Celebration After Christmas
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP — A week
after New Year's, when most people
are thinking about working to pay the
holiday bills they've run up, a festive
group will gather at a state park in the
mountains of eastern Kentucky.
Musicians will come down from the
hills and out of the river valleYs — from
-up Big Sandy and from down Little
Sandy, from Beaver and Johns Creek
and along the Licking, with their
guitars in hand, their fiddles, banjos
and dulcimers."
There will be music, singing and
dancing, story telling and plenty of
sweetcakes around the wassail bowl,
says Edith Fitzpatrick James, who
organized the whole thing.
The occasion? Christmas. Old
Christmas, in the Appalachian
tradition.
"We've known of Old Christmas in
the hills always," Mrs. James said in a
telephone interview Thursday.
Old Christmas, legend has it, is the
time when cattle and other animals are
given the power of speech. and kneel at
midnight in their stalls to pray.
Mrs. James said her age is "none of
your business." She hinted only that
she',s "younger than my sister, Winnie.

:decided to revive it. I started -this Old
She just turned 65."
Christmas party and it's been going on
But when she was a girl, she said, the
over 30 years.
Fitzpatricks — though they celebrated
"We haven't missed a year," she
Christmas on Dec. 25 with a tree, gifts
said. "Sometimes we've had it in
and family dinners — "never forgot Old
people's homes, sometimes in the
Christmas on Jan. 6. We always talked
schoolhouse. And for the last few years
about it and sang the old, old songs and
we've had it in the May Lodge at Jennie
made music."
Wiley State Park.
The Julian calendar marked Jan.6 as
the date of Christ's birth. Great Britain
"Oh, but we do have the best time of
and her colonies in America adopted
it," she said. "We have all this picking
the Gregorian calendar, the one now in
and singing and people telling
use, in 1752.
Christmas stories. We try to ,pick
But inland, in their Appalachian
Sunday for the party, the one that falls
mountain cabins, "many early Angloclosest to Jan.6."
Saxon settlers did not want to disconThis year the party at the park in
tinue their heritage and discard old
Floyd County will be on Sunday, Jan. 9,
customs," Mrs. James said.
and Mrs. James,said she expects 150
Many celebrated Christmas ontithe
people or more." "We've been had
old date and played the music and
people coming from afar and inquiring
danced the dances of their Scottish and
about it," she said.
Irish forebears. The tradition lingered.
M,rs. James said her father could
She said many old Mountain families
dance some of the old dances, such as
will be there — Fitzpatricks, Jamcses,
the Killiecrankie and the ,word dance.
Aliens, Sizemores, Slastu, Porters,
Mayos, Scalfs and others -- and anyone
-It was said of my,daddy that he could
interested is welcome to stoirby.,
dance all night on a pieplate, meaniog
he was a very good dancer," she said.
"We'll have music makers from up
Sir had fond memories of the Old
and down the creeks. We'll dance the
Christmas celebrations, Mrs. James
old dances," she said. "Do come and
said, and "during the depression days I
observe a joyful time."
••

•
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Rogers & Wilson Vows
To Be Read Tuesday

Annette Alexander, right, representative from Ward-Elkins, Murray, presented a demonstration on the microwave
oven at the meeting of the Senior Citizens held at Ellis Community Center. Several different dishes were prepared
to show how different foods can be cooked and the time saved. They were served to the Senior group. Pictured,
Jackson, Hazel Locke, Minnie
left to right, are Hazel Ahart, Thyra Crawford, Ethel Walker, Ambie Willoughby, Meda
not pictured, were Johnnie
present,
Those
Andrus.
Lectra
Cooper,
and
Alma
'Washer,
Shrader, Lovala Page, Treva
Futrell, Wallace Dowdy,Lela Culp, and Claude Page.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY,DECEMBER 21,1171
remember that tact and senWhat kind of day will
sitivity must accompany action
tomorrow be? To find out what
and expressions. In general, a
the stars say, read the forecast
day for you to relish.
given for your birth Sign.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
Give of your best to those who
ARIES
have proved worthy in the past,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) NIA
but do not waste your time or
Especially favored now:
generosity on -schemers or
personal relationships, home
chiselers. Be alert to the
and family concerns, romance
sod socialeetivities. Youshould
:waves.of all.
have a bright day.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) in/eV
TAURUS
Some good news or friendly
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
cooperation should aid you in
Don't wait for another's
perfecting long-range plans.
decision if you have the answer,
Study new trends, developbut DO profit by the advice and
ments.
_experience of others if "on the
SAGITTARIUS
fence."
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
GEMINI
You can coast on your laurels
9
r(May 22 to June 21) Bild
for a while, if you do not acDon't be impulsive but be
tually waste time or dissipate
ready to take quick action
talents. The restful day is also
where necessary. Recognize the
valuable, indulged with proper
difference between wasteful
purpose. Romance favored.
haste and well-directed efforts.
CAPRICORN
CANCER
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) tr
(June 22 to July 23) et)
Certain activities will be
A bit of reflection needed. You
definitely out of order, others
may find that some of your
prominently "in." Use good
goals are not as praiseworthy as
Judgment Consider the total
they seem on the surface.
picture when looking for
LEO
guidance.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /24Z
AQUARIUS
Do not let down in your efforts
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
to conciliate where conflicting
Your planets auspicious. Be
Ideas and personalities appear.
on
the lookout for good leads,
Help point up essentials,
new ventures with truly subPrinciPles•
stantial potential.
VIRGO
PISCES
IP%
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQ'
Be your refreshingly forthEspecially favored under
right and candid self, yet
generally fine aspects: medical
and scientific matters; study,
research, investigation.

Art

xe0

YOUR
PHOTO

49c

Per Pose In Living

Color
For Original Print Only
*No Limit
'Groups Okay
*AN Ages

Aricruft Studios
The Professionals
1111 S. 17A 75341135
P,.. Mao IN lair
seam&

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed
with
personal
magnetism, a fine mind and
boundless ambition.
Capricornians are
also
renowned for their versatility
and for their accomplishments
In scholarly and artistic endeavors. You have a keen
conception of money values and
are generally willing to plod
until you have a competency.
Your tntegrity is outstanding,
as is your practicality and
meticulousness in handling
details - even though you
dislike them. Fields in whk:h
you could carve a successful
career: science, music, writing,
education, statesmanship and
architecture. Traits to curb:
secretiveness, envy, Jealousy.
Birthdate of: Adm. George
Dewey, Spanish-American war
hero; Thomas Gray, poet;
Henry Miller, theatrical
producer; Mao Tse-tung late
head of Chinese government;
Richard Widmark, screen a
nd TV star; Steve Allen, TV
personality.

Merrj CPIriStrn aS
Reflecting at Christmas, we give
thanks to our many friends.
;

12-19-76
ADULTS 107
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Tornkins (mother
Patsy), Mullins Apts. No. 2,
6th. St., Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Brenda I. Satterwhite,
Rt. 1-Box 28, Murray, Mrs.
Rachel J. Broach, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Amanda
Perry, Rt. 2, Dover, Tn.,
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Clocago Tribune-PI `I News Synd Inc
James R. Lassiter, 2022
Gatesborough Circle, Murray,
Howard E. Yates, 1604 W.
DEAR ABBY:lam 30, college educated, have a good job , Main, Murray, Mrs. Connie R.
Butler and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
and money in the bank. I'm 6 foot 2, weight 190, and people
Hardin, Raymond R. Maddox,
tell me I look like Paul Newman.
I like sports, and the theater, and I love people. Older
Box 344, Paris, Tn., Thomas J.
women,children and animals adore me. I come from a good
Elkins, Rt. 6, Murray, Paul S.
family, smoke only a pipe and drink moderately.
Vonschoech, Rt. 6-Box 110,
My problem? I am lonesome. I refuse to chase tramps. Murray, Mrs. Mavis H.
girls tell me they like me as a brother. I have more
Moore, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
"sisters" than a convent. What's wrong with me?
Evie Colson (expired), Rt. 3,
LONESOME
Murray.
DEAR LONESOME: Either your description is off, or
December 20, 1976
you are.
Adults 103
Nursery 4
DEAR ABBY:lam almost 20, and for nearly five years I
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
have carried one of your columns in my wallet. It is so
worn I can scarcely read it, but it's done me more good
Baby Boy Stalls (mother
than any single thing I've ever read. Please reprint it, Brenda), Rt. 1, Almo.
Abby,for girls who need the advice as much today as I did
then. I am enclosing the column. I am the girl who wrote
the letter signed MOTHER HATER.
Sincerely yours,
"WISER NOW:,

Perfect 'Catch'
Can't Get Caught

DEAR "WISER": Yes, I'll reprint the column. And here it
is:
DEAR ABBY: You will probably think I am a monster,
but I am a girl of 14, and I hate my parents. Especially my
mother.
She is so old-fashioned it's pitiful. She wants to pick out
all my clothes and tell me how to wear my hair. And I am
the only girl in our crowd who doesn't wear eye makeup.
She won't let me go in cars with boys. All she worries
about is my reputation, and I swear I haven't done
anything wrong. She is killing my chances to go with the
right kids and be popular.
Don't tell me to talk it over with her because she will
only give me a long lecture on this bull about how it's all for
my "own good!"
I would like to be able to tell her things, but, heck, I
don't want to get killed. I hate to sneak behind her back,
but I have no choice. I sure wish I had a different mother.
MOTHER HATER
DEAR MOTHER HATER: Girls your age, who feel as
you do, regard all adults as the enemy. Perhaps a letter
from a girl your age with a different point of view on the
same subject will help you more than any advice I could
offer:
DEAR ABBY: I am 14 and think more girls my age
should appreciate mothers who love them enough to care
about what they do. I feel sorry for young girls my age
whose mothers let them go in cars with boys, and wear eye
makeup and hairdos that are too old for them.
I am not allowed to go on car dates until I am 16. My
mother helps me select my clothes. I wear no makeup to
school, and only a little on special occasions. My mother
has lived a lot longer than I have, and I have learned from
experience that when she forbids me to-do something, she
always has a good reason forit. I am thankful that I have a
mother who loves me enough to raise me right.
FOURTEEN AND LUCKY
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Chestnut

FAMILY SHOE
STORE'S
& AFTER
CHRISTMAS
PRE-INVENTORY
SALE
SHOES REDUCED
ON BOTH FLOORS

No Lay-Away
No Exchange
No Refund

Calloway County Public
Library will be closed.

- Monday, December 27
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F. & A. M. will meet at 6:00
p.m. at the lodge hall for the
election of officers.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp
wilt be- honored on- thetr5Oth
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Murray
Woman's Club House from
two to five p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian
Church, Main and 16th
Streets,at 7:30p. m.
Tuesday, December 28
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Kenbar Inn at 10:30 a. m.
All interested persons are
Invited.

Senior Citizens office will be
PADUCAH PATIENT
closed today.
Debby Garland of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Saturday, December 25
Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rayburn,
Murray, will be honored on
their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at
Murray TOPS Club will
the Benton Country Club,
meet at the Health Center at
Benton, from three to five
seven p.m.
p.m.

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patricia W. Seiber,
1306 Poplar, Murray, Glenn
W. Brandon, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Wanza D. Thorn, Rt. 1,
Almo,Truman L Jackson, Rt.
8, Box 620, Murray, James W.
Curd, Rt. 3, Benton, Mirl
Collins, Rt. 8, Bor9l, Benton,
Mrs. Marjorie Emerson, 102
So. 12th., Murray, Mrs.
Cynthia J. Ramsey, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Marcia G.
Simmons, Rt. 2, Metropolis,
Ill., Mrs. Sharon C. Rogers,
No. 77 Riviera Cts., Murray,
David W. Hopkins, Box 98,
Hardin, Miss Tracy A. Hatcher, 803 Vine, Murray, Mrs.
Christine Cokolow, 401 No.
Cherry, Murray, Mrs. Mary
0. Richerson, Box 97, Hazel,
Mrs. Maggie Newberry, Fern
Terrace Ldg., Murray, Mrs.
Nettie M. Clark, Box 27,
Hazel, Mrs. Lottie M. Farris,
417 So. 10th., Murray, Charles
N. Axson, 414 So. 10th.,
Murray, Ernest Doran, Rt. 1,
Dukedom,Tn., Mrs. Elizabeth
Dowdy, 104 No. 9th., Murray,
Mrs. Erma Perry, 102 Garden
St., Murray.

Calloway County Public
Library will be closed.
Sunday, December 26
Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie B.
Cathey will be honored on
their 50th . wedding anniversary with an open house
at -their" home, 1612 Main
Street, Murray, from two to
four p.m.

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m, at the
Dexter Center.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
EllLs Center will be open
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
Murray Senior Citizens'. No
planned activities are announced.

Children's Shop,
Southside Center
Wishes You A

Merry Merry
Christmas
and
when you're /
rested come
shop our sale. \

Starts
Monday, Dec. 27

'
F ;;;
'Tis the Season for Entertainment!Mil
Thru Jan. 12

lads Teats
The Giant Spider Invasion
72S
Rattlers 1P019 10

P01

7:15,9:35 Nite
+2:30 Dec. 25-Jan. 2

.
Starts Tomorrow
THE COMEDY
CATCH OF THE YEAH'

WALT DISNEY

(

map. cm

pp*

0
r

Late Show Sat. Only 11:40
"CARNAL HAVEN"(X)
18 or Over Only
,..•-•

Matinees Daily - Dec. 25-Jan. 2
1

Admission:

Adults-$2.50
Children-51.25

Not Included in Dollar Nite
td)URRAY
Fri., Sat., Sun
Open

'IN

45

Start 7 15

Thatillikin Wilms is back!

DUSTIN HOFFPAAN
UWRENCE 01JVIER ROY SCHEIDER
WILLIAM DEVANE MART)* KB1ER
:MARATHON MAN"
S.
t,Cab A Peoemount fidow,
:1-191Ls-."-ncTID43''

ea

2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE

All Sales
Final

Buy One Pair At Regular Price - Get Second Pair FREE!!

This offer includes Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes!
You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!

FAMILY SHOE STORE
4

••••

and the reception.

Mr. and F.Frank Hargis
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Holiday Inn
from 2:30 to 4:90 p.m.

IP HOSPITAL NEWS

CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: Merry Christ
mas. And may God bless you and yours.
ABBY
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booldet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (240 envelope.

Bakery
SammonsStreet

Friday, December 24
bridesmaids will be Mrs.
Murray poatoffsce will dose
Terry Hannah and Misses the windows at four p.m.
Melanie and Claire Wilson,
misters of the groom-elect.
k Murray and Calloway
Best man for Mr. Moon will Transit system will operate
be Mike Jett. Ushers will be regular etty route and one on
Moore,
DatridInglrAam
ftn
, ,Daatid
ture
montato5da
cali
:M
y
7:%ti
p.m.brorfr;:nsp
Duncan.
e
n:101:534725 no later than 12
The wedding will be
directed by Mrs. Ray Moore.
-Following the ceremony a- Murray-Calloway Cornreception will be held in the prehensive Care Center will
Fellowship Hall of the church._ be closed and for emergence
AU friends
inviteren
to andMa
ple tiwves
edd rieg can rri
tooda
free
y, Dec
1-80e0492-39
mber 28
40.

Plans have been completed
by Miss Kathy Rogers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Rogers of Murray, tother marriage to William G.
Wilson, Jr., son of the Rev.
and Mrs. William G. Wilson of
Brentwood, Term.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Tuesday,
December 28,at seven p. m.in
the cutnetuary of the_ _First
Baptist Church, Murray. Rev.
Wilson, father of the groomelect, will officiate.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Miss
Edwina Mills, organist, and
Jack Crook and David Ezell,
soloists.
Miss Rogers will be given in
marriage by her father and
has chosen her only sister,
Mrs. David Butler, as her.
matron of honor. Her

510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Glen C. Wooden, Owner

1 Group Men's

SHOES 1/3 OFF
1 Group Ladies'

SHOES 1/3 OFF
1 Group I
,
PURSES PRICE
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1 Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Rogers

Mrs. Janie Farris
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Is Today

President Ford Makes
Plans For Christmas

VAIL, Colo. ( AP) — while falls."
Chapel in this Swiss-style
President Ford, limping from
Lukash said he recom- Rocky Mountain village.
a skiing infury, plans to mended that Ford stay off skis Earlier in the evening, they
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mrs. Janie Farris died
Loris 0. Rogers of 201 South Wednesday at 2:15 a. m.at the celebrate Christmas by at- today and Ford shrugged, will be serenaded by carolers
Thirteenth Street, Murray, Murray-Calloway County tending midnight services "I've got about six hours work outside their rented chalet and
will be held today at two p. rn. Hospital. She was 80 years of tonight and will carry on a to do and I want to get it done have dinner with friends.
at the chapel of the J. H. age and a resident of Fern gift-exchanging tradition with before Christmas."
Earlier this week, following
his family on Christmas
He is working on his State of a years-old custom, each
Churchill Funeral Home with Terrace Lodge, Murray.
morning.
the Union message and on member of the Ford family
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe ofThe deceased is survived by
Ford remained off the ski work relayed to this vacation drew a piece of paper bearing
ficiating and the Grace two sisters, Mrs. Viola Saltthe name of another family
Baptist Church Choir with zgiver of Detroit, Mich., and slopes on Thursday, and there resort from Washington.
The Ford family planned to member for,whom he or she
Leland Peeler as director and Mrs. Ora Saltzgiver of were two different versions
attend Christmas Eve ser- must buy a small Christmas
Dwane Jones as organist Hopkinsville; one brother, about why.
Reporters noticed that Ford vices tonight at the non- stocking gift.
providing the music and song Carl Sullivan of Benton; one
was limping Thursday and denominational Interfaith The exchange of the small
service.
grandson, Richard Farris of
gifts will be done after
Serving as pallbearers will Detroit, Mich.; five great asked his press secretary, Ron
Nessen, if Ford had taken a
Christmas morning breakfast
be Buel Downey, Brent grandchildren.
fall. Nessen, who was irate
beside the Christmas tree,
Manning, Jimmy Taylor,
The funeral services will be
over
Christmas
with a roaring fire in the
Or4is Guthrie, Nuel Bailey, held today at one p. m. at the last
fireplace, an aide said.
and James Cohoon. Burial will chapel of the Filbeck and suggestions that Ford might
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. With the President and First
be in the Murray Memorial Cann Funeral Home, Benton, take more than his share of
falls on the ski slopes, replied (AP) — Floe Bowles will Lady are their four children,
Gardens.
with the Rev. Aubert ROW
Mrs. Rogers, age 58, died officiating. Burial will follow that his boss was limping become publisher of The Michael, 26, Jack, 24, Steven,
News- 20, and Susan,. 19, and
because he had aggravated an Elizabethtown
,
Wednesday at 6:50 p. m.at the in the Gore Cemetery in
Enterprise on Jan. 1, the Michael's $sife, Gayle.
old knee injury.
Murray-Calloway County Marshall County."
Ford had skied extensively newspaper has announced.
Hospital. She was a school
Bowles has been general
the first three days of his
teacher in special education
holiday here, despite a manager of the operation
and a member of the Grace
shortage of snow, but Nessen since the newspaper became a
Baptist ehurch.
said the President stayed off daily in September,1974.
Survivors are her husband,
"Floe Bowles has per- LOUISVILLE, Ky. API —
the slopes Thursday because
W. H. (Haydon) Rogers, and
formed
most ably in directing Funeral services are planned
he
was
"just
tired
and
stiff.
mother, Mrs. J. C. (Birdie)
today for Dr. Henry B. Asman
the newspaper and printing
It's no big deal."
two
Outland, Murray;
Sr., a former president of the
operation
and
representing
Later,
Ford's
personal
daughters, Nell Evans,
Kentucky
Medical
physician said the President the company in Hardin
Murray, and Miss Donna
Association.
Colburn,
County,"
said
John
actually
had
bruised
his
hip
in
Rogers, Birmingham, Ala.;
Asman died Tuesday at
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
president of Landmark
three sons, Charles Tubbs, With the backing of a recent a tumble on the slopes.
Baptist
Hospital East after
"He took a couple of rough Community Newspapers.
Murray, Rev. W. H. Rogers, U.S. Supreme Court ruling,
suffering a heart attack. He
of
Colburn
also
president
is
spills
and
he
bruised
his
hip
Jr., Cadiz, and Gary Rogers, state
was 67.
Transportation
Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters, Secretary John C. Roberts and he's pretty stiff," Dr. The News-Enterprise.
A native of Louisville who
Bowles began his career in
Mrs. Vada Bell, Park City, says that he will ask the William Lukash said. Skiing
opened his practice in 1939,
the
newspaper
,
business
in
and Mrs. Sara McDaniel, Kentucky State Police to begin conditions have been poor at
1936. He served in the Pacific Asman was a lieutenant
Crewfordsville, Ark.; two citing married women who this snow-scarce resort.
during
World War II and later colonel in the Army Medical
Ford
was
limping
brothers, Joe Beale Outland, are not using their husband's
_Corps in World War II .
Almo Route One, and David surname on their driver's noticeably as he headed for a worked at Ft. Knox.
He retired from active
He
was
a
vice
president
or
private
dinner
on
Thursday
Outland, Knoxville, Tenn.; six license.
practice
in 1972.
night. Asked about the limp, The Elizabethtown News, one
grandchildren; two great
of
the
papers
which
merged
to
such
that
Robert's
said
Ford
said:
"I
haven't
hurt
it.
grandchildren.
The family requests that offenders would be charged Anybody who skis once in a form The News-Enterprise.
expressions of sympathy take with "driving without a valid
the form of donations to the operator's license," and would
II
American Cancer Fund or the be liable, upon conviction, to a
(Continued from Page 1)
National Association of fine of up to $500 and up to six and getting acquainted with that amount. The rest will be
months in jail, or both.
Retarded Children.
paid from the Children's
her daughter.
Bro. Lawson Williamson
Roberts said he was taking "They're
practically Hospital Fund, made up of will speak at both services of
the action in the wake of a high strangers," Seligman ex- public donations.
the Sinking Spring .4iiaptist
Crystal is expected to begin Church on Sunday, December
court decision in a case plained.
LAKE DATA
A hospital spokesman said walking soon and her over-all 26, at eleven a. m. and 6:45 p.
Kentucky Lake,7 a. m.354.3 involving a woman driver
from Kentucky.
the total cost of Crystal's care progress will be monitored by m.
down .1.
Below dam 303.1 up .3.
The high court let stand a came to ;110,087 with the state the county home health serThe Adult Choir will sing
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.1 U.S. 6th Circuit Court of picking up nearly $22,000 of vice and Seligman.
For Unto US A Child Is
When
the
car
left
the Born" and "Nothing Shall Be
Appeals ruling that Kentucky
no change.
hospital Thursday, it was
legally refused to issue a
Below dam 301.8 down 5.6.
morning
loaded with food, clothing and Impossible" at the
Sunset 4:44. Sunrise 7:08.
driver's license to Sylvia Scott
service. Tommy Scott will
other
gifts
from hospital
Whitlow of Lexington in her
direct the choir with Mrs.
personnel.
maiden name.
piano and Mrs.
"Crystal has given us a Scottrtat the
organ.
the
Neale
at
Jim
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Ms.%Mew had filed suit in
merry Christmas," said
deacon
of the
Hall,
Lake
Sebscribers wise ban net
federal court, contending that
The Rev. Dr. James A. Seligman, "and we wanted to
week, will assist in the,morthe state's refusal to issue her Fisher, Sr., will speak on the be sure she has one."
received *sir besai-11AVOreli
ning servie.
a license in her maiden name subject, "After Christmas,"
Cep, of no Norm Leiger &
The youth will meet at 5:30
violated the equal protection with scripture from Luke 2:17Tim by 5:30 p. so. IlAwrday•
m. - Sunday for clown
p.
clause
of
the
14th
Amendment.
20 at the 8:45 and 10:50 a. m.
friday or by 3:30 p. at. ea Setwpractice and will sing in the
Sunday,
services
on
days ere weed to eel 753-1916
A lawyer for the Tranevening service.
botwoos 5:30 p.m...d6 p.
sportation
Department's December 26, at the First
Sunday School will be at ten
fdeaday-friday, in 3:30 p. mt.
division of hearings said that a United Methodist Church,
a. m., and Church Training
Murray.
The First Baptist Church
married woman desiring to
owl 4 p. us. Saterdwys, to Imre
The Chancel Choir, directed will hear the pastor, the Rev. will be at six p. m. The
use her maiden name could
delivery of the Newspaper. Calls
deacons will also meet at six
legally do so by filing a by Richard Farrell with Mrs. Dr. Bill Whittaker, speak at p.m.Sunday.
west bit pieced by 6 p. us. week.
petition for a name change Farrell as the organist, will both the 10:45 a. m. and seven
days or 4 p... Saterdays ti
Nursery workers will be
with the judge in the county sing the anthem, "0 Holy p. m. worship services on Jane Stallons and Denecia
rarentee delivery.
Night"
with
Miss
Kathy
where she resides.
Sunday, December 26, at the
Lovins.
Farrell as soloist at the 10:50 church.
service.
"The Day After Christmas"
Miss Farrell will sing a solo, will be the morning sermon
"0 Holy Night," at the early topic with the scripture from
service.
Matthew 2:11-23. Charles
Church School will be held Hale, deacon of the week, will
between the morning services. assist in the morning services
Greeters for Sunday will be with Dr. Ray Moore directing
Bro. John Dale will discuss
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson and the song service. Mrs. John
Year's Resolutions" in
"New
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Carraway. Bowker is organist and Mrs.
his sermon at the six p. m.
G. M.Knight is pianist.
Sunday,
on
services
Special music will be by the December 26, at the Seventh
Do I hare to be retired to draw my IRA funds?
Adult Choir, directed by Mrs. and Poplai.thurch of Christ.
NO.. you do not. You can start withdrawing at
Bowker, who will sing -Were Mack Harris will read the
age 591/2,whether you are retired or not.
You There on that Christmas scripture from Philippians
Night?" Miss Wanda McNabb 3:13-14.
The First Christian Church will sing a solo,"The Birthday
Evening prayers will be led
(Disciples of Christ) will hold Song."
Jim Walston and Jimmy
Mark Alan Vinson will lead Ragsdale. Ed Thomas will
regular worship services on
Sunday,December 28, at 10:46 the song service at the evening make the announcements and
a. m. with the minister, the service with special music Alan Jones will direct the song
KY.
MURRAY
FAE.A•c. FDIC
Rev. Dr. David Roos speaking being a duet sung by Miss Lisa' service at both the six p.-m.
on the subject, "The Winters and Miss Kim Alley. and the 10:40 a. m. services on
Miss Sarah Sams will give a Sunday.
Strangeness of God!"
Jim Boone will be the special testimony, and Bill
"Your Spiritual Temworship leader and Danny Wilson, minister of youth, will perature" will be the subject
Fleming will be the candle assist in the services.
of the sermon by Bro. Dale at
Taking the offering on the 8:30 a. m. and 10:40 a. m.
lighter. Greeters will be Mr.
••••••=""----mommowliMir
and Mrs. Bailey Gore and Mr. Sunday will be Jack Wagar, worship services on Sunday.
and Mrs. B. D. Hill. Margaret David Hill, James Beane, The scripture from II
Porter will direct the music Charles Hale, Ralph Darnell, Corinthians 13:5 will be read
and Gary Galloway will play Sam Francis, and Donald by Max Walker at 8:30 and
Lampkins„
, ,
Our Christmas prayers center on the celebration of the bir- the organ.
Mike Brannack at 10:40.
Volunteer nursery workers
th of the Prince of Peace. As we express affection to Him,we
Elders serving will be
At 8:30 Jack Ward will make
should realize we need His guidance more than ever. At long Henry Holton and Eugene will be Dr. and Mrs.. Rex the announcements and .Alan
last, let us realize we need a united intelligence to accept and Scott. Jim Clopton, Ron Cella, Galloway, Ray Clai-k, Mrs. Jones will direct the song
follow His guidance in the things we do and the things we Robert Hopkins, Don McCord, Orvis Hendrick, Mrs. Carney services. Prayers will be led
think.
and Lenvel Yates will serve as Andrus, Miss Elizabeth by James Herndon and Garry
Let us realize no spot on earth can enjoy Peace on Earth as deacons.
Herndon, Mrs. Alvis Jones, Evans at the early service,
long as men fail to preserve peace in their hearts and minds.
The flowers will be in Miss Lisa Jones, Miss Mitzi -.and .by Wayne Wilson and
Let us realize that only with faith and hope can we unite as memory
of Bill Graham by his Cathey, Mrs. Carol Fielcts, Keith Higgins at the 10:40
God's children; let us realize faith and hope will do away with
and Miss Leslie Grogan.
wife.
Service.
the fears that divide us. At long last, let us realize hatred,
Sunday
School
will
be
at
9:30
Presiding for The Lo'rd's
fanaticism and extremism can terminate only in the
Supper at 8:30 will be Ken
desolation of the mind, body and spirit. Let us realize man's a. m. Sunday.
The youth groups will not
Hopkins and Mike Lyons, and
morality, decency and dignity must be genuine for there is no
meet
Sunday for their regular
at 10:40 will be Ronnie McNutt
Above
all,
let
us
substitute.
realize we are only temporary
The Morning Prayer ser- and Randy Wright. Serving on
citizens of our time, but have permanent souls that last evening meetings.
The annual Christmas Eve vices will be held at 9:45 a m. the Extension Department
through eternity.
Don't you agree we should realize these things FROM New. candlelight communion on Sunday, December 26, at will be Jerry Humphreys, Ken
Year to Christmas; not merely FROM Christmas to New service will be held at the the St. John's Episcopal Humphreys, Gary Lamb, and
church tonight (Friday) at Church, Main and Broach Ray Karraker. Tammy
Year?...
eight p. m.and the public is Streets, with the Rev. Stephen Turner will be the teen nurinvited, according to the Davenport as the vicar.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
sery helper.
church minister, the Rev. Dr.
Bible study will be held at
Serving as acolyte will be
201 South 3r11
Roos.
9:40 a. m. on Sunday.
Ben Moore.
7.53-2411

New Publisher

Husband's
Surname
Mandatory

Services Today

Bro. Williamson To
Speak At Sinking
Spring On Sunday

First Christma

Dr. James Fisher
To Speak Sunday
At First Church

First Baptists To
Hear Pastor Speak
Sunday Services

I

Retirement
Account

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Three
Services Sunday

ndividual

JUST IN TN* FOR CHIRSTMAS DINNER—These three young hunters went to the
fields last Saturday and returned with 13 squirrels, enough to make a good Christmas
dinner.LAM right are John Nix Purdorn,Wells Purdom IN, and Howie Crittenden.

Pilgrims To Celebrate
'Tidings Of Great Joy
BETHLEHEM, Occupied Moslem mosque on the south diplomats
and
other
West Bank (AP) —Thousands side,
and
other dignitaries, admit a few
of Christian pilgrims were denominations' churches hundred into St. Catherine's
arriving today to celebrate nearby.
Roman Catholic Church next
tidings of great joy" with
Pilgrims and tourists to the Church of the Nativity,
bells, carols and a solemn arriving on Thursday suffered where Msgr. Beltritti will
ll
Mass in the town where Christ several hours of delays celebrate Mass at midnight.
was born,
because of a brief strike by The Mass will be broadcast by
Some 20,000 visitors were to flightatewards at the airport, closed_ circuit tellitision tcLa
arrive here Christmas Eve on one of the hotbeds of labor giant outdoor screen so that
buses that have to have activitism in Israel.
thousands of people in Manger
special passes to come near
Passes, usually reserved for Square can follow the service.
the cramped and winding
streets of this hilltop town.
Strict military security has
been imposed by Israeli
soldiers to guard against
terrorist attacks.
Once here, according to
Mayor Elias Freij, the
pilgrims will have almost as
much trouble getting a hotel
room in the town of 30,000 as
did Joseph and Mary 2,000
years ago.
The religious ceremonies
were to start with the
motorcade of the Roman
Catholic patriarch, Msgr.
Giacomo Guiseppe Beltritti,
making the five-mile trip from
Jerusalem to Bethlehem.
Escorted by mounted police
with lances, the patriarch was
to make a ceremonial stop at
the tomb of Rachel on the edge
of Bethlehem, be greeted at
Manger Square by local officials, then go to the 800-yearold Church of the Nativity.
Descending from the main
rancing
in with wishes from •
part of the church, he was to
Santa land for sweet dreams
enter the richly appointed
Grotto of the Nativity and
and happy surprises
worship at the place hallowed
in tradition as the stable-cave
where Jesus was born.
Choirs and orchestras from
the United States, Israel,
Australia, Sweden, South
Africa and Britain take over
the stage in Manger Square
after nightfall. Their carols
and hymns will resound in the
Church of the Nativity on the •
north, side of the square, a

0,-0%0,4 elvtizn46

The Specialty Shop
The Shoe Bin

If You
Don't Need
This...
You
Need

Worship Services
At First Christian
Church On Sunday

orgiff/PEOPLES/BANK

Adequate Wiring

THINK ABOUT IT

For electrical safety and efficiency, adequate wiring is a necessity.
lithe wiring system isn't big enough to carry your home's full electrical load, appliances can't operate properly. Symptoms of
inadequate wiring are—TV picture shrinks, lights dim, appliances
heat slowly, and fuses or breakers often blow or trip. If your home
has any of these symptions, you should have the wiring system
brought up to national and local codes as soon as possible. Usually,
this is a major undertaking, so deal with a reputable electrical contractor.

Prayer Services At.
Episcopal Church

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5312

ar,ti ., ipinionated articles on this page are presented tor
the purpose of pros'ding a forum for the tree exchange of differing
opinions litters to the adito iii responae is...edltorials and
upuiionated 461:Licks are encouraged
The editors of thts newspaper strongli believe that to luint
opinionated articles to olds those which parrallel the editor,.
. "Would be a disservice to our readers
philiroilph,i of this newspaper
therefore we urge readers who do nut agree with an editorial stand or
the ,d.eas presented b an indisidual writer in a colurn.n, to respond
itn their frt,r44, on the part, ajar LS,Ur brine di. u.,..41

The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher
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Contemporary Religious Thought

Christmas For All
First United Methodist Church
James A. Fisher,Sr.
Minister
Christmas is God's Day, not a day
which God asks for Himself, but a day
'which He has given us. The Christmas
scene is lovely on the human level; it is
a picture of love and peace and good
will. The real meaning is found when
we look to God! The words we always
hear "Glory to God in the Highest" is
the song of the angels on the first
Christmas.
What is behind the recurrent miracle
of Christmas that whole nations and
rates should take time out to celebrate
the day? Why do so many make at least
are annual attempt to sweeten their
'ittitude and to broaden their compassion? Once, when Christians made
all their own troubles, armies at war
even suspended operations for a day
and exchanged presents instead of
bullets. But, why? What is there about
this holiday that makes it Holy Day,
and swings us out of the great circle of
the every day into ,the close orbit of
Christmas? It is the incarnation! The
coming of God's Son in human form to
bring love and peace to the world.
The date of Jesus's birthday is not
known nor is it important. The first
Christmas celebration of which we
have any record took place on May 20.
It was in Alexandria, Egypt, about 200
years after Christ's death. Later the
celebration date was moved to April,
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then to January; and finally about the
year 300 A.D. it was fixed on December
25.
Why, then, do we celebrate Christmas in December? It is because
December was the season of pagan
festivals that had been celebrated for
thousands of years before the Christian
era. The early Christian churches took
over many of the old festivals and gave
and
names
Christian
them
associations.
And so it is that our Christmas
customs preserve features of the great
winter solstice festivals of pagan
people, side by side with the new
Christian observances. This had always
been a season of merriment and
rejoicing, since it is the turning-point of
the year.
It was at this time that the northern
peoples went out into the woods and cut
great Yule logs for their fires. "Yule"
was their word for December. They
decorated their homes with the red and
green of the holly. They collected the
sacred mistletoe from among the
branches of the oaks where it grew.
And after the coming of Christianity
they continued these customs as part of
their rejoicing over the birth of the,
.
founder of their new faith.
The fact remains Christmas isoior
Christ and only as we show our 1ve for
Him and express loyalty th,rough our
church will we have ,the "Merry
Christmas" that His birthday merits in
the life of people yiund the world.
•

Opinions expressed in this column arf those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial yips/3 of The Murray Ledger & Times.
Readers who would like to expressjiLeir opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouragedLo respopd with a litter To The Editor.)

The Spirit Of Christmas
By the Rev. Henry McKenzie
The Spirit of Christmas iitagain in the
land. It enters into every life, permeating all out Chatch festivities and
celebrations; It influences all
theological creeds, all social barriers
and all conercial enterprises.
Chris is a -day when poetry
comet in to replace the hum-drum
prase of life; to transform it into lyric
/beauty, to provide an experience that
A' 'most of the time seems unattainable.
! The Spirit of Christmas is earth giving
back the song which the angels sang
the perfect symbol of live, the greatest
• manifestation of the spiritual in the
human.
Philosophy maintains that Christmas
• is not a time or a season but a state of
, -.mind. To cherish peace and good will,
to be tlenteous in mercy is to have the
real Spirit of Christmas. If we think on
these things, there will be born in us the
Christmas Spirit and over us will shine
a star sending its gleam of hope to the
, world. A lone star shone in the Syrian
.sky. It was light coming to a dark world
and a song into a heartless world. It
caused shepherds to kneel and wise
kings to meditate on the mysteries of
Christmas. It offers brotherhood to all
men.
There is something very potent in the
air. A joy no other season possesses is
felt by rich and poor, Christians and
atheists, scholars and little children. To
all there come the promptings of a
spirit of good-will which urges them to
act together as brothers, for all the
human family are invited to the festival
of Christmas.
Christmas comes to cheer us, to
soften us, to lift us above our cares, to
; open our hearts to others, to awaken a
warmth of fellowship, to end scorn and
envy, to reunite estranged friends, to
open our minds to Divine influences.
This Spirit of Christmas defies literal
and historical analysis; we glory in its
vitality. It releases prisoners. It is the
only force that can stop war for one
day. It outruns every disillusionment
the rationalists propose to do away with
it. It lives on; it overflows all economic
measurements in spite of our rampant
commercialism.
Christmas is much more than the
rush and strain the commercialized
world has made it, much more than the
coloring that all the pagan and commercial elements have given it. It
continues to be a festival of good-will.
For one season in the year, human
hearts can feel the upsurgings of a
deeper nature. Even Santa Claus is a
symbol of unpretentious love. Christmas brings a spirit of deep reverence
for the best that is in man—even so
commercialism is a modern method of
revealing the sincere good will that
does reside in the human heart.
In the events of Christmas came the
crystallization of a long plaintive hope
for the future to many who had been
oppressed: hope, expectation, dreams
and consecration to holy purpose.
These are the abiding things of the
spirit which never cease to affect us.
The birth of the Babe changed the
calendar of.the world', it gave promise
Of a life which changed the course of
human history, a life whose surpassing
beauty still shines star-like on our

way—still doing His ennobling work
among men.
Christmas time is singularly rich in
appeals to our deeper natures.
Thoughts of Christ are forces that
render a continuing influence in us and
in our world. A life so saturated will
reflect in itself the glory that was in
Him. Wherever men love and admire
Him, wherever they silently acknowledge the nobility of His life as
their ideal, and revere His grace and
truth, there Christ is born to life and
power; there is His real work in this
world; and there the history of His
influence upon human living is really
being written. Wherever there is
evidenced the spirit of sacrificial love,
there indeed is the incarnation of the
infinite Spirit, the Word made flesh—a
Spirit always abroad, but most keenly
alive in the season we call Christmas.
Christmas is more"than the birthday
of Jesus, because we find in the Spirit of
Christmas so much that has resulted
from that birth: good will, mutual trust,
warm-heartedness, a desire to see
others happy, a belief given us by Jesus
in the essentiaiworth of mankind,and a
conviction that love is still the greatest
thing in the world.
As the birth of Jesus was the
beginning of the Christian life, so the
unselfish joy at Christmas should start
the Spirit that is to rule the new year.
Throughout the year 1977, may we wish
you the Spirit of Christmas.

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor
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The Editor's
Notebook

Sundav School Lesson
By Dr.H.C.CHILES
Based on copy righted outlines produced by fl
the Uniform Series and used by perm,siton -

inn inotier on

else for which he desired to live any
longer. He prayed, "Lot,d,J4ttest
thou thy servant depart
peace, according to thy wordr or, mitre ey es
In meeting the requirements of the
have seen thy sal4t01." Thus he
Mosaic law, the Lord Jesus was cir- declared his readiness and willingness
cumcised on the eighth day following to leave this world with peace in his
His birth, then on the thirtieth day after' heart and prairie upon hls lips. Our
His birth a rite was performed before a
prayers shoidd be like that of this
priest
acknowledging
God's devout man of the long ago in that they
proprietary right in Him,and forty-one
outburst of spontaneous
are
days after the birth of the Saviour a
acjotation, thanksgiving,and praise.
ceremony of purification for Mary took
As Simeon concludedhis prayer and
place at the temple in Jerusalem.
turned to leave the temple, an aged
While the law demanded a iamb'Ari
widow, Anna, entered the temple,
the offering at the ceremony of
heard Simeon's last words in the
purification, in the case of peverty It
presence of the family, recognized the
was permissible to presenya pair of
Messiah, expressed her personal faith,
turtledoves. Mary niarie the latter
and proceeded to share the good news
offering simply becaese. she, like the
about Christ with those who needed to
widow and her mite, could give only
know the Saviour,too.
what she hallor Was financially able to
Both Simeon and Anna were deeply
procure. Whin the offering was
grateful to God for providing the longpresented at the altar, Mary and
promised and long-looked-for salvation
Joseph turned to leave for their journey
for both the Jews and the Gentiles. As in
back to Nazareth. Just then, a stranger
the case of these two wonderful people,
approached them for the purpose of
thik yearnings of any and all are
mingling his rejoicing with theirs.iThe
satisfied completely when they exername of this stranger was Simeon. This
cise a genuine faith in Christ, the
aged seer was Spirit-anointed, Spiritwonderful Saviour and Lord.
englightened,and Spirit-led.

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

THE PROMISE FULFILLED
By H.C. Chiles
Luke 2:25-38

Being a diligent and understanding
student of the Scriptures, he had bewn
anxiously awaiting the coming of the
one whom the prophets had declared
would come to the earth. He had been
waiting for the 'appearance of the
Messiah, having received the
assurance of the Holy Spirit that he
would see the-Christ before he departed
this life. When Mary and Joseph
brought the Lord Jesus into the temple,
the Holy Spirit enabled Simeon to
recognize the Messiah. Promptly
concluding that Christ was the
fulfillment of the promise which God
had spoken through His prophets, with
the light of an unspeakable joy in his
eyes, Simeon asked permissission to
take the babe in his arms. Knowing that
he was face to face with Christ, the
Messiah, this devout and just man,
Simeon, took the Saviour into his arms
and praised God the Father.
Simeon was just in the realm of
conduct in the sight of men and devout
in the realm of worship as God saw him,
and the two were connected very
rlosely. He was eminent in the two
great relationships of his being — just
toward men and devout toward God. It
is not surprising, therefore, that this
man had been granted the grace of
spiritual insight. The same Spirit that
moved Simeon to enter the temple bore
witness within him that this babe was
the Lord Jesus Christ for whom he had
been waiting and looking. While Simeon
had been waiting for the appearance of
the Messiah, expectation had been
attitude, the theme of his conversations, and the bright beam that
ever cheered him on his pilgrimage.
Simeon quickly concluded that the
appearance of Him for Whom he had
been commanded to watch entitled him
to be released from further duty. Now
that his hope had been realized fully, he
was perfectly satisfied and ready to
depart this life. He had been faithful to
his duty and God had been faithful to
His promise, so there was not anything

We received a report shortly before
press tinTe today that an unidentified
flying object had been sighted over
northern Canada. The UFO is apparently making its way toward the
United States and some officials are
baffled by its appearance.
Air Force radar posts along the
northern border report that the UFO,
strange as it may seem, resembles a
giant.sleigh pulled by eight horse-like
animals, possibly reindeer. Seated in
the sleigh is a rather large, bearded
individual who looks quite happy.
The reports say the sleigh also
carries a large, toy-laden bag that is
bulging at the seams.
Canadian officials have alerted
homeowners there not to be alarmed if
the UFO should land on top of their
houses. The same warning has been
issued to U. S. homeowners. It seems
that this is a common occurrence with
UFO's such as this but that there is no
reason to be alarmed as no dangeris
present.
Kentucky officials have predicted

10 Years Ago Today
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wright Cole are
today observing their 63rd wedding
anniversary at their home on Murray
Route Two.
Celebrating 50th wedding anniversaries are Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Mohundro on December 18, Mr. and

Mrs. Zenith Paschall on December 26,
and Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Saunders on
December 26.
Movies showing on Christmas Day at
the Capitol Theatre will be "Goldfinger" and "Dr. No," and at the
Murray Drive In, "The Ghost and Mr.
Chicken."

20 Years Ago Today
Joe Dick, agricultural representative
of the Bank of Murray, has been appointed County Agricultural Chairman
for Calloway.
The canopy of the TV-2 jet airplane
that crash landed near Hazel on
December 21 has been found near

Cherry Corner, about six miles northeast of the site of the landing.
Bro. and Mrs. Paul C. Mosteller have
been appointed missionaries to
Thailand by the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board. Mrs. Mosteller
is the former Dorothy Brizendine.

30 Years Ago This Week
M. H. Hill has been named as 1946
Calloway County Corn Growing
Champion for producing a yield of 51.26
bushels of corn per acre in a five acre
plot on his farm near Murray.
Murray Fire Chief H. F. Oglesby
urges persons to .take safety
precautions against fires during the
winter months.
Mthay dark fired tobacco sales will
open here on January 2, according to C.
C. Farmer, secretary of the Murray
Tobacco Board of Trade.
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Turner and Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. Burkeen celebrated their

54th wedding anniversaries. on
December 16.
Marriages announced this week.
include Ernestine Wright to J. M.
Venable on December 21, Naomi
Broach to James Rogers on December
21, Uldine Willoughby to Jewel 0.
Evans on December 23, Laura Farley
to J. P. Parker on November 28, and
Mary Alice Coleman to Hafton Garner
on November VI
Leon Crider, Waylon Rayburn, Van
Barnett, Buel Stalls, Burman Parker,
Porter Holland, and Ray Sinclair are
new officers of the Rainey T. Wells
Camp of the Woodmen of the World.

40 Years Ago This Week
The Board of Directors of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau met in
the office of County Agent John T.
Cochran and discussed the "mad dog
situation" as exists in Calloway County.
The mad dog that zig-zagged across the
county two weeks ago bit some 70 to 75
dogs and perhaps more.
Applications by 1753 local persons for
soil conservation payments were sent
to the state office by December 19.
Rebecca Farmer,Emma Sue Gibson,
Mary Elizabeth Roberts, Rebecca
Robertson, Carolyn Johnvn, Yvonne
Miller,Sara Lou Palmer,Sane Roberts,
Clara Jane Miller, Mary Jo Skaggs,
Suzanne Miller, John Shroat, Avonelle

Farmer, Jack Kennedy, Joan Fulton,
Clair Farley, and Mary Jean Baker
were members of the cast of the play,
"The Christmas Story," presented at
the First Christian Church with Mrs. W.
H. Whitnell as director.
Marriages announced included
Margaret Tandy to T. H. Stokes on
December 18, and Elizabeth Lovett to
Preston W.Ordway on December 19.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Warren on December
15.
Jim Wilson and Phil Cutchin were
named as captains of the 1937 Murray
High School football team at the annual
football banquet held on December 18
with Joe Lovett as toastmaster.

that the UFO will arrive in our state
late this evening and local officials say
the word they get is that the UFO
should be circling over Calloway
County homes by midnight, or shortly
thereafter.
The only word of caution issued by
any of the officials has been that all
small children should be safely in bed
and asleep before the UFO arrives.
We've got our own theory about the
UFO but we think it's best for everyone;
young and old, to decide for themselves.
0+0
At this time of year, we should all
pause and give thanks for our many
blessings, remembering all the time,
the real meaning of Christmas, and
why it is celebrated throughout the
Christian world.
Our thoughts toward Christmas are
summed up in a quote attributed to
John Cumming,a 19th Century English
preacher, who said:
"Christianity is not at religion of
transcendental abstraction, or brilliant
speculation; its children are -neither
monks,mystics,epicureans, nor stoics.
"It is the religion of loving, speaking
and doing, as well as believing. It is a
life as well as a creed.
"It has a rest for the heart, a word
for the tongue, a way for the feet, and a
work for the hand.
"The same Lord who is the foundation of our hopes, the object of our
faith, and the subject of our love,is also
the model of our conduct, for 'He went
about doing good, leaving us an
example that we should follow in his
steps."
Most of us would do well to follow that
philosophy not only at Christmastime,
butthroughout the year.
0+0
Our thanks to the many readers who
have passed along words of encouragement, and criticism, since this
column began only a few weeks ago.
Your comments, whether in criticism
or encouragement, are welcome and
appreciated.
We wish for everyone a very Merry
Christmas. May each of you be blessed
with many,many more.

Bible Thought
For Today
I

was glad when they said unto
me, Let us go into the house of the
LORD. Psalm 122:1.
What joy there is when we gather
in the Lord's house You, too, can
know that joy. -
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Let's Stay Well
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these colums,
write HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies, but
you must include a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have not worked in
the-last few years nor do I plan to go
back to work. I will be 62 soon and
wonder if I should take a reduced
benefit then or wait until I am 65 to
receive rfly full benefit. What shoull I
do? F. K.
• ANSWER: No one but you can make
this decision. Since in your case earnings are not an issue, your financial
needs and your own life expectancy
would be things to consider. At age 62
your benefit will be 20 per cent less than
your benefit at age 65, but of course you
would be receiving benefits for the
three years until you are age 65.
If you wait until age 65 to receive the
full benefit, it takes about 12 years to
regain the three years of reduced
benefits you could have received. In.
other words, you would be about 77

I.

years old before you were ahead in total
benefits received.
Also, under present ,law, after you
reach age 65 you receive the full benefit
of any Social Security increases even
though your initial benefits to which the
increase is added will continue to be
less than the age-65 benefit.
HEARTLINE: I have a person who
owes me a small amount of money. I
have a promissory note that he signed. I
took this to an attorney, yet he said his'
fee would be larger than what is owed to
me. Is there anything that I can do? J.
R.
ANSWER: About the only possible
thing you can do is to take the person to
small claims court. Heartline has
developed a pamphlet about how a
person Can take advantage of small
claims court.
For this free information, write to
Heartline, Small Claims Court, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please enclose a long, selfaddressed,stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare help
pay for cosmetic surgery? R. F.
ANSWER: No, unless it is needed
because of accidental injury or to
improve the functioning of a malformed part of the body.

Emphasis On Home Health Care
By FJ.L Blasingame. M.D
Much like the proverbial. arrangements (insurance, Blue
homes to carry out some of the
overlooked four-leaf clover, Cross-Blue Shield. and tax funds)
more technical procedures such
as giving shots, changing dresshome health care, overlooked by to cover much of the costs of
ings, and preparing special
many,is becoming recognized as such institutional treatment.
Some authorities contend that
meals. Funding of home care
an adequate, feasible, .and
satisfactory method of caring for the payment arrangements have
would also encourage it.
The time may not be fat in the
the ill, especially those who are encouraged the care of manty
institution
when
patients
in
an
chronically disabled.
future when communities will
had
adequate.
they
could
have
make determined, well-conOf course, a great deal of our
sidered efforts to have adequate
ilbiess has always been treated quality care at home.
High casts, have caused the
home care for their ill. Comat home, particularly those
munitiejS may come to regard
acute. minor diseases Which are question to be raised if home
such 'programs with justified
common but generally recog- care cannot be used more frepride,just as they can take pride
nized as being self-limiting, such quently and widely in thousands
today in their hospitals, nursing
as colds, flu, bowel upsets, and of cases
Home health care has many
homes, and other facilities for
mild migraines.
caring for the victims of illness
The thoughtful, tender loving advantages, some of which incare of home has obvious clude convenience, prudence,
. 04 Mrs. A.A. questions a report
benefits. In addressing a large 'privacy. familiar surroundings
that a 22-year-old father died in
medical meeting several years (especially satisfying to the
and
com,oung andlhe aged).
two days with a stroke that
ago, when he was Secretary of
began with a severe headache
State, Dean Rusk observed that_ fort from affection and dedicamothers have always given tion of family and friends in minShe wonders if strokes do occur
in such young persons.
more medical care than physi- istering to the physical and emotional needs of the patient.
A A less common type of
cians.
Perhaps it is timely that our
stroke occurs in the young(at the
The development of hospitals
average age of 33) when-a blood
and nursing homes have brought society reexamine the benefits
vessel (usually in an artery)
the treatment of more serious, which can come from utilizing
more fully the care-of illness at
complicated caws into such inbreaks and allows blood ti3i ac.
adequate
home.
We
lack
an
stitutions. This trend has been
cumulate between the brbin and
enhanced ecause of the number of trained persons to
the skull. Such arteries have an
work with patients in their -^ inborn weak place in their wales:
simultaneous growth in payment

and give no symptoms until the
artery bursts. In a few cases, the
vessel is small and heals spon,taneously after the rupture.
Other cases require surgery
and the placing of small metal
clips on either side of the break,
if the artery can be reached by
operation. Other such arterial
ruptures allow massive bleeding
which presses against the brain
and causes death. These cases
are sad and alarming because
they often occur suddenly in persons who have been ,truoying
robust health
Q Ms L.D. wants to knoWit a
woman who is wearing an intrauterine device becomes pregnant, should it be removed.
A While many physicians for,merly left the intrauterine
'cievide (IUD) in place for fear of
inducing an abortion. more recent studies indicate that it is
safer to remove the device as
soon as the diagnosis at pregnancy is made. This matter should
be discussed promptly with the
physician in charge of the case.
I 4,181 191,11 11%1011'1,0m *lilt Ast in
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'
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Treat yourself to a
gift your didn't get
. . . at great after
Christmas savings!

Research On HowAcupuncture
Nuaies snow that acufiunitare
orks by activating the .tainsupport ing mechanism in the
brain.
Some authorities have felt that
acupuncture accImplished pain
reduction by hypnosis, but the
results of these investigations appear to rule out this method of
effect instead, the studies indicate that acupuncture works in a
manner similar to opiates but
without their addictive effects.
Science News carned a summary report
At a recent meeting of the
Society of Neuroscience.
researcher Bruce Pomeranz of
the University of Toronto expressed the belief that acupuncture needles stimulate
nerves deep in muscles and
cause the pituitary gland
beneath the brain to release a
potent, natural pain reliever
'mown as endorphin. It is said to

be about MO times as effective in
killing pain as morphine.
In the experiments, measurements were made of ttie activity
of single nerve cells in the brains
ot anesthetized animals. Acupuncture slowed down the "firing time" during a period of
about 90 minutes after acupuncture, and the response to
pain returned to normal
thereafter. When the pituitary
gland_ was removed from the
animals, acupuncture no longer
had any effect, leading
Pomeranz to suspect that the
pain blocking results from„endorphin which is lcnown to come
‘Inim the pituitary.
Another drug approach was to
use nalozone to block the effects
ot morphine by binding its
receptors so that opiates have no
effect Nalozone has been shown
by other investiagauuns to block
the effect of endorphin

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

.1 Short hit
-5 Great Lake
9 Hold back
it Stigmas
13 Exists
14 Flower bads
18 Pronoun
17 Mum as
written
19 Aches
20 Greek letter
21 Morays
23 Marry
24 Solar disk
25 Tropical
fruit (pit
27 Drain
29 Genus of
cattle
30 Armed conflict
31 Analyze,*
sentence
33 Gull-like
birds
3.5 Crippled
364.44iit4bbon
38 European
40 Mountain on
Crete
41 European
capital
43 Parcel of
land
44 Paid notice
45 Touch
47 Artificial
language
48 Esteem
50 Slacken
52 Small valley
53 Pedal digits
DOWN
1 Defeated
2 Guido's low
note
3 Scold
4 Snare

Answer to Thursday s puzzle
QUO U0M00 000
000 000R0 maa
epoono 05100017
7 Preposition
000 00000
8 Newspaper
executive
0000 000 0000
9 Ascend
MUU 000 000130
IQ Twists
UU 000 000 00
11 Man's
UWOU0 000 UO3
nickname
lictubi UUU LAMM
15 Expire
11101UM 000
18 A stale
=WOW U0M0M0
20 Without and
000
00000 001
22 Retail esUUU 00000 303
tablishment
24 Honor
42 Highlander
34 8 oath*
26 Worm
loudly in
45 Man's
28 Female
sleep
nickname
sheep
35 Falsifier
46 Also
31 Cushioned 37 Skill
49 A state
32 African an- 39 Short jacket
(ebb, 1
telope
41 Tiny open- 51 Compass
33 Test
ing
point

5 Sea eagles
6 Ethiopian title
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LATELY

Porneranz found that naloxone
blocked the effects of acupuncture, leading him to conclude that acupuncture involves
the same pain-killing effects as
opiates and internal pain suppressants.
Working on humans.
researcher David Mayer, Medical College of Virginia.
measured people's pain
threshold to stimulation of tooth
pulp.a "pure- pain Acupuncture
raised that threshold by 3 per
cent. Its effects were knocked
out by earlier injections of nalexone. Yet, it had no effect on pain
relief by hypnosis.
These results are a substantial
beginning to show that acupuncture works through activating body chemicals which affect
pain and may stimulate additional interest in how acupuncture methods can be improved in the relief of pain If so,
the usefulness of acupuncture
might be-substantially expanded.
Q Mrs.SL would like to know
the difference between ordinary
anemia and pernicious anemia.
A: "Ordinary" (secondary')
anemia is the more frequent and
is often secondary to another
cause, such as inadequate iron
intake or blood has (as from
bleeding hemorrhoids). Pernicious anemia is a deficiency
disease(a lack of vitamin B-12 or
folic acid). Often the acid in the
stomach is low, and the red
blood cells are irregular in
shape.
Occasienally, some degenerative changmay_ be noted in the
spinal cord if pernicious anemia
is not treated. In former years,
pernicious anemia was fatal.
Later, liver was found to be a
specific cure, and subsecsiently.
vitamin B-12 was discovered to
be the specific chemical required to correct pernicious
anemia
Q7 Mrs M.K., a young mother,
is concerned that her eightmonth-old infant sucks his
thumb. She asks for comments
about its harm.
A: It is my personal opinion
that much of our concern about

thumb sucking is fictional. It is a
common practice that probably
represents the infant's adjust
merit to stress through the me ot
the sucking reflect. The thumb
happens to be anatomically located SQ as to be conveniently
available. The habit, usually
lessens with aging and' stops II'.
early chikthood. If it persists.
habit may be a manifettation ol
maladjustment and emotiona,
needs. An evaluation by a piwst
clan Mould then be sought.

Central Center

No Written Report
To Be Required On
Automobile Mishaps
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Beginning Jan. 1, drivers
involved in an automobile
accident will no longer he
required to file a written
report in Frankfort if the
accident is investigated by a
law enforcement officer.
If the accident is not investigated, then the responsibility for a written report
within 10 days remains with
the vehicle operators.
In the past, when an accident was investigated, the
officer and the operators were
required to report it to Frankfort.
Under the new statute instead of three reports being
the minimum number filed,
only one is required from the
investigating officer. The
operators are not released
from filing, though, if the
accident is not investigatedCapt. Dave Finch of the
Kentucky State Police said the
change simply "allows the
officer's report to suffice for
the three required in the
past," therefore cutting down
on paperwork.
The new forms will be
available after Jan. 1.

FISH

LISTERINE

CRICKET(1)

Choose from
varieties of
tropical fish.

100% Dacron Polyester..-.

427
.7
3

100% Dacron polyester
lace panels to use with
drapes or by themselves.
Choose from two lengths in
basic beige or white

60x63" 60x81"

Ten. Mr 6166316
food for tropocal
Ash 1•460 wt 2o,

PAMPERS
I 23

RAZORS

FISH FOOD

LACE PANELS

Too
Bo. of
1
Cars terflIP,1,4100,
pit i.e.,

1 57

QUILTED
BEDSPREADS
ROSES
LOW
PRICE
Luxurious quilted bedspreads of shimmering
taffeta Choose twin
or full sues in
gold, blue or
pink floral

Save up to 90t

PILLOW CASES
OR SHEETS

%1AN., A5 Ha'
JJAN7tEC,41ZI5TA4A5.'

NOT HIM
1 HOPE

CHAIR PADS

Bed Pillows

Red, Green or Gold

Wash Cloths

oon•

Foam filled bed
pillows with wolfed
casing 18 x26

00 Set Of hve Can
wash cloths
in solids or stnpes

87
4 WOK 414

.RAI TERIES

earl
rain ser
6$111111, '71110P v1111101
P5
DAY OFF AND
DM 601.INA
WMAT Z WANT
FOR A
CHAN&E

Tier and
Valance Sets

lYfRIA01 '

EVER ff•E AN,ONE TRN'
TO 5LEEP AND EAT ICE
CREAM AT THE 5AME
T/ME

SHADES

Albums/Tapes BATTERIES
ALBUMS

99

T APE S

58

Eveready batteries
aft with nine lives
Available in size
C. or D

29,

window 166
Vinyl
'shades The room
darkerners 37'.
s6 White only

Tier and valance sets of quality
broadcloth
Tiers
measure
58-x36", valance 7' White
green, yellow or beige

OTHER FANTASTIC BUYS

TABLE CLOTHS
plastic

ROSES
LOW
PPir r

Lovely and easy care
tablecloths Anth !tarn& back,ngs
Choose 52 x 7 r' • '

SORRY ABOUT THIS BUT I
CAN'T BE STOPPED NOW

2 PC. TANK SET
Tank Top Cover
Tank Cover

ROUND RUGS
ARMY

CAR - 1.4EADEV NORTH - -4RAME2- PAINGE ROu5- - A NuT

ty

12 24

Protect your carpets with .

Vinyl Carpet Runners
Place over carpets, especially ROSES
heavy. LOW
is
traffic
where
Available in clear, gold or
PRICE148FT
green 27" wide

58 round rug of 100°. Dacron •
Polyester for easy care Available in
gold champagne or brown

81
/
2 x 111/2 NYLON RUGS
Hollywood rug or 100% continuous
filament nylon with waffle backing for
non skid Gold avocado blue green
Of re,c1

LADIES' BIKINIS
Ladies bininrs with comfortable elastic
in top and legs Many prints Or solids

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

COLORED GRAVE
Net wt 5 lb bag of colored aquacum FIEG
19
gravel Adds a rustic look plus a touch
or color to your aquarium
2-24

LADIES KNEE HI'S
A tightly woven, multi-colored pic- -ROSES $
LOW
nic rug. Washable and reversible.
PRICE
21" x 36".

All Standard Records & Tapes
15% off on aN our regular stock long
playing ftiburnS and 8-track tapes
Popular roc* souf sacred and court try stars

15%.„

ALBUMS & TAPES
Many stars to choose from like Dianna
Ross Jim Nabors The Stylistics and
more
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Foreman's Score To Settle
Has All But Gone Unnoticed
By The Associated Press
With all the talk of a revenge
rematch between the Pittsburgh Steelers and George
Atkinson of the Oakland
Raiders, it's gone kind of
unnoticed that Minnesota's
Chuck Foreman has a score to
settle, too. 1
Foreman will get his chance
Sunday when the Vikings
entertain the Los Angeles
Rams for the National
Football Conference championship a few hours before
the Steelers and Raiders
square off in Oakland for
American' Football Conference honors.
In the season opener, a
forearm by Atkinson to the
back of Pittsburgh wide
receiver Lynn Swann's head
resulted in a concussion for
Swann,fines and warnings for
Atkinson and bitter feelings on
the part of the Steelers.
"If Atkinson pulls that kind
of garbage, I'll come off the
bench and get him myself,"
threatened defensive tackle
"Mean" Joe Greene.
Meanwpile, Foreman
remembers an early-season
10-10 standoff with the Rams,
_although he'd like to forget it.
"I had only 31 yards
rushing, or something horrible
like that," Foreman points
out. "I think they did the best
job defensing me of anybody
we played against. I don't
want that to happen again."
Since Foreman was a
consensus all-pro selection a
year ago, owns most club
rushing marks and has
averaged 1,000,yards over the
last three years, you can see
that few people other than the
Rams have stopped him.
The conference winners
meet in Super Bowl XI,
scheduled for Jan. 9 in the
Rose Bowl at Pasadena,Calif.
The Raiders, with 11 victories in a row, and the
StMers,Aith 10, boast the
NFL's longest Winning
streaks. Obviously,only one of
them can continue.
Pittsburgh, which has won
the last two Super Bowls, and
Oakland are old hands at this

sort of thing. This will be their
third consecutive AFC title
showdown and their fifth
postseason confrontation in as
many years.
Swann predicts he'll "have
the last laugh" on Atkinson
"when we come home AFC
champs — again."
For that to happen, though,
some of the Steelers' running
backs had better get well in a
hurry. Franco Harris and
Rocky Bleier both rushed for
more than LOCO yards this
season but are trying to come
back from injuries, as is
Frenchy Fuqua.
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TEMPE, Ariz. ( AP) — the ball, and would up with 718
Injuries may be the key to total yards.
The Oklahoma Sooners have
victory in the Fiesta Bowl
"Football always hurts,"
Christmas not been as lucky in avoiding
game
here
football
says Fuqua. "This is for the
Day between Wyoming and injuries.
money, darlin'. You can't be
To,ckie Mike Vaughn, the 6Oklahoma.
those
all
half-steppin' with
eighth-rankeirSooners, ,-5; 275-pounder whom the
The
Christmas bills coming in."
who tied with Colorado and Sooners turn to when the chips
Pittsburgh is favored
State for the Big are down, has been plagued
Oklahoma
because of its defense, which
Eight championship with au 8- with a knee injury which he
allowed only two touchdowns
2-1 mark, are picked as twb-to twisted again in practice
in the final nine regularfavorites for Thursday. He is expected to
three-touchdown
season games and recorded
the Fiesta Bowl, which will play even in pain.
NFL
most
in
the
five shutouts,
draw a crowd of around 49,000
The loss of other Sooners to
since 1944.
to Sun Devil Stadium for the 1 injuries also has bothered
But, says Oakland quar- By The Associated Press
wouldn't
Loughery
Kevin
before, Don Buse hit two free
Vaughn, who said Oklahoma
Bobby Leonard Spoke in speak at all. That's what throws, then stole the ball p.m. MST kickoff Saturday.
terback Kenny Stabler, "In
Wyoming must avoid in- could have been undefeated if
the playoffs, all the teams are superlatives. That's what happens when your team loses from Nate Archibald to set up
juries on the offensive line and the team had been healthy.
evenly matched.• The team happens when your basketball a 10-point lead in the last two a dunk shot by Dan Roundfield
Some 2,000 tickets were still
at the fullback position if it
that wins will be the one that team comes back from a 10- Minutes.
and bring the Pacers within hopes to knock off highly available a day before the
holds down the turnovers and point deficit in the last two
great
"That was a
striking distance.
favored Oklahoma in the fifth game, which was expected to
minutes.
makes the big plays."
comeback, one of the finest
Suns 107, Braves 92
annual bowl game.
be played under warm,sunny
seen,"
I've
ever
comebacks
Ricky. Sobers scored a
Wyoming Coach Fred skies.
said Leonard after his Indiana career-high .30 points to pace Akers, who steered the
;The Sooners and the
Pacers defeated the New York Phoenix over Buffalo.
Cowboys to their first post- Cowboys both use Wishbone
Nets 96-94 in the National
Bulls 101, Hawks 95
season game in eight years, offenses, and Oklahoma
Association
Basketball
Mickey Johnson and Artis admits that his Western finished the regular season as
night.
17
Thursday
Gilmore combined for
Athletic Conference co- the nation's third best rushing
It was certainly one of the fourth-quarter points and champion team doesn't have team with an average of 321.8
reeled
Pacers
The
ones.
to
guide
better
picked off 13 rebounds
Oklahoma's depth. And he yards a game.
defeated
Minnesota its off 12 points in the final 1:47 of Chicago past Atlanta. The says the team owes its 8-3
things this time around."
"I think our zone was very seventh victory. Williams, the game to wipe out a 94-84 Bulls,.winning for the eighth record largely to the fact that
time in their last 10 games, there were no serioius injuries
effective," McGuire pointed who was injured in the first New York lead.
Elsewhere in the NBA, could not put the game away
out. "But they hit two long half and had just reentered the
at vulnerable-positions.
shots late in the game that game, took a perfect feed Phoenix turned back Buffalo until the final t9io minutes,
"We've been very fortunate
hurt us. We played as well as from Michael Thompson for 107-92; Chicago downed when Norm Van Lier made in avoiding injuries in certain
Antonio
San
101-95;
Atlanta
throws.
free
straight
four
game-winning
shot.
his
we're capable of."
areas, like our offensive line,"
nipped Washington U8-116;
Spurs 118, Bullets 116
The hardware won by
Akers said. "The depth there
Milwaukee outscored Golden
San Antonio got 26 points is very suspect, as it has been
Alabama marked the _second
and
Denver
112-103
and
surState
from Larry Kenon
tourney triumph this year for
all year.
- vived
when
hammered Seattle 123-95.
scare
a
the nation's fifth-ranked team.
"We also have a depth
exulting
Leonard
was
While
Hayes—
Elvin
Washington's
It's the first time that
problem at fullback, and it's
last-minute
in the eruption of
narrowly missed a tip-in with amazing the way Robbie
Alabama has won two
points. Loughery was shutting one second left, preserving the
basketball tournaments in one
Wright, as small as he is, and
out reporters.
Spurs' victory over the as many times as he's called
season. The Crimson Tide won
CHICAGO (AP) — Oakland
-I didn't see the game so I Bullets.
the Dayton Invitational A's owner Charles 0. Finley's
on te'run the football, has been
can't comment on it," said a
Hayes ignited a late Bullets' able to stay healthy."
earlier in the year.
civil suit against baseball
Elsewhere in college Commission Bowie Kuhn for dour Loughery, who was surge by scoring 12 straight
Wright, a 5-10, 183-pound
basketball, No. 8 UCLA voiding the multi-million ejected on his second points in a 3:36 span of"the senior, led the Cowboys in
9:02
of
night
at
final period. Before Hayes got rushing for the second time in
gine/ ,Wt.%
stopped William & Mary 59-55; dollar sale of three Oakland technical of the
hot, the Spurs owned a 109-100 his career. He averaged 5.3
No. 16 Utah trimmed Weber A's players last summer has the fourth period.
Billy Knight scored 32 points advantage.
State 88-81 in overtime; No. 18 recessed until Jan. 3.
Our Hostess'
yards every time he carried
for Indiana, including seven in
Bucks 112, Warriors 103
Arkansas whipped Tulsa 81-66
Gifts and InFinley is seeking in U.S. that late 12-point run. An
Milwaukee's Bob Dandridge
and No. 20 Minnesota nipped District Court to recover some
W.
Germany
formation are
Defeats
underhand scoop shot of scored 16 of his 22 points in the
Kansas State 62-60.
the Key to Your
of the millions he said he lost
Robert Scott's jumper with when Kuhn voided his trade of Knight's tied the score at 94 second half, leading the Bucks U. S. For Championship
New Community
Moments
seconds
left.
with
28
Gus
over Golden State.
5:47 left broke a tie and outfielder Joe Ruth and pitMrs. Kallorsis 01Mmorl
Holger
PRAGUE
—
Williams and Rick Barry
Mimi 7534171
triggered Alabama's victory chers Vida Blue and Rollie
goals
as
scored
two
Meitinger
from
an
Warriors
rallied
the
over South Carolina. T.R. Fingers.
eightpoint, fourth-quarter West Germany defeated the
Dunn of Alabama led the
Finley said he believes.
deficit
to within 100-99 and 104- United States 4-3 in the junior
Tide's attack with 15 points baseball's Major League
103. But Dandridge scored a division of the ,World Ice
and was voted the Carolina Agreement doesn't give the
basket to make it 106-103 and Hockey championship.
141M4Ilam IMO•e•11•••
Classic's most valuable commissioner power to void
he
player. In a consolation game, legal trades,- but allows him
PITTSBURGH ( AP) — The trigger a run of eight conGeorgetown defeated Harvard only toe'make sure there is np Pittsburgh Pirates have secutive points by the Bucks.
Nuggets 123,Soaks 95
60-40 to take third place in the gambling — and nothing announced
26-game
a
David Thompson scored a
tourney.
1977.
exhibition schedule for
immoral going on."
38 points and
Season-high
Eight free throws in the
Under new manager Chuck
Finley, wrapping up his
final minute, four by Roy case against Kuhn Thursday, Tanner, the Pirates will play -Denver used' a brilliant
1205 Chestnut Street
Hamilton, preserved UCLA's also testified- that he was 11 home games at McKechnie second-quarter defense to
whip Seattle. The Nuggets,
victory over William & Mary. constantly offering his players Field in Bradenton,Fla.
trailing
30-25 after the opening
Jeff Jonas scored 19 points valuable contracts but that
The first game will be held
period,
held the SuperSonics
and handed out 15 assists to they were all turned down.
in Sarasota March 10 against
For Your Drug, Prescription and
the second
lead Utah's overtime victory
the Chicago White Sox. The to 14 points in
Sundry Needs
quarter and led 54-44 at the
over stubborn Weber State.
AUSTIN, Tex. (AP — Pirates' first game in half. Seattle, with center Tom
Ron Brewer and Sidney Assistant track
against
the
Bradenton
will
be
12:00
Noon Til 6 P. M.
Open
coach Bill
Burleson in foul trouble, never
Moncreif each scored 20 points Miller of the Texas
Longhorns White Sox the following day..
$04PC=X9=1
recovered.
to lead Arkansas past Tulsa.
has resigned to take a job as a
Ray Williams' layup with 43 textbook
salesman in Tyler,
seconds to play gave un- Tex.

Indiana Pacers Stage
.Rally To Upset Nets

Alabama Raises Record To 8-0
With Win Over South Carolina
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
When South Carolina played
Alabama earlier in the season,
the Crimson Tide were at their
best and it did the Gamecocks'
reputation considerable harm.
Alabama was at its worst
Thursday night, But it still
didn't do South Carolina any
good as Alabama raised its
record to 8-0.
"It was a good win for us,"
said Alabama Coach C.M.
Newton after his Crimson Tide
defeated South Carolina 67-62
in the finals of the Carolina
Classic. "It was our fourth
game in seven days and we
weren't as quick as we have
been."
South Carolina Coach Frank
McGuire, remembering a 9066 beating from Alabama
earlier in the year at
Tuscaloosa, changed tactics.
Instead of using a man-toman defense as he did at
Alabama, McGuire offered a
zone.
"McGuire had an excellent
game plan," said Newton.
"We drubbed them pretty
good at our place with the
press and playing against
their man-to-man and we
knew they would change

Finley Suit

Recesses Until Jan.

will close December 24 and reopen January 3 at
4:00 p.m. From January 3thru January 8 we will
be open from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Beginning
Monday, January 10 we will be open our Kegular
hours: 7:00 a.m.to 8:00 p.m.

Pirates Announce
Exhibition Schedule

FSCOTT DRUG

Another View

Merl-3 Christmas
Reflecting at Christmas, we give
thanks to our many friends.

Boyd-Majors Realty
Homer Miller
Barbara Erwin
Bettye Albin,Secretary
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ndividual Retirement

A

ccount

How much am I going to have to pay in taxes
when I start withdrawing?
That depends, of course, on your individual
circumstances. But in a nutshell, you will be
required to pay income taxes at your income
level when you actually start withdrawing your
funds.

e
ar/PEOPLES
0
/BANK
MURRAY
Member FDIC

Don't
Make a Move!!
without

Will Be Open Every Sunday

Mr. L's
Restaurant

Audra Moody
B.B. Hook
Rueben Moody

Injuries May Be
Key To Fiesta Bowl

KY.

Who
cares
how high
your
electric
bill is?
"
6

We care. That's why we advertise—
to keep you informed about how to
keep your power usage and your electric bill manageable. It's the best way
we know to reach the most people for
the least cost.

That's why we're available to answer
your questions about electrical problems. And why we offer you free booklets on how to conserve. We want to
help you make the most of your electricity and the least of your electric
bill. Because we care.

West Ky. Rural, Eledric
Corporation
Cooperative
Marra -Ma field
ih
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Schedules For Week of Sat., Dec.25-Friday, Dec. 31
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY

ri

wps0.6
I
WTVF-S
619-Funk beaker
6:n -Agriarharo
6:30-Gospel Now
CM-Manna* Mb kW-Weather
CM-Pam Digest
7:00- Tem & Jerry
7:10-Woody Woodpecker
kebob baulk
7:111- Ti.& Jerry
7:111-Ile* Woodpecker 7,06_SWeester and Timely 7:30-Pink halm
7:30- Jahherlaw
7:30- Jobberluir
7:11-Pia Panther
COO-Soak Dm
MO-Speed inn
7131-Clue Chi
7:55-Scbeelbeem Reck
010-Speed Doggy
9:30-Knolls
La-lugs Doom
9:3111-Meneer Sepal
11:110-Sma7
Dee
9:311- Menem Semi
I 3111-Soper Meads
am-Terme
11:411-Some Most
I I:1111- Alma Anything 9:25-Schnelbeem tack 11110- Chn“.
11 88 1191 591
tae-lbe Shama
'
141k30-INg Jobe, Utile ken
1:30
Kneffts
Sepeshow
vices"
11:30- Church brew
10:311-Ark II
11.41-Laid of the lest
10:39-Superfrismis
11:01-Laid of lbe liest 11:1111- Fe Abort
12:30- Church Service
11:39-Meow
11:1111-kehing Gees
11:311- Mew"
1:30- Oesinies Odb
11:311-110A ileoketball
AK Playoffs
11:23-Sche1ewee Reck 1210-0ece Kid
2:01- Cherie Pride
2:00-Masts kiwi
I :31-derleteene Church 12:30-Oil., Wise Mae 5:40-News
4:31-Saper bowl *aid
3:00- Wretlim
5:1111-Spirit of bed.
Service
110-MM.
4:00-Sports
5:31-News
5:31-News
2:30- bees
5:30-Mews
12:31-015e Wise Ike
k00-Ni. New
419-Neellevile
6:00-Music Nil
710-Mary Tyler Moore 610-lbws
1:MI-Jey of Oriente
0:10-Assist
4:311-Pe*
7:00- Nukes Tele
1:39-SW tbe Volumes
7:M-kb liewbort
7:11111-Plat Chrieume
511111-..Peeler Wagoner
7:30-Waits limpenieg 2:00-Image Awards
1:1119- he the Fentily
7:31-Mud,
5:311-111asholle Mimic
1:00
& Nitch 340t'
1:30-Ake
MAO-Nem
6:10-Mows
9:00-Most Wetted
410- World of Sports
MS-Carel knee
10111-Setwany Weld
6:311- Talk lets
10:1111-Newsweek
5:30-News
10:00-Ms..
12111-Dremard
1:11-bnergeacy
IL30-Mary berm= 610-Loorrence Web
10:30-0ammake
11:011- Movie
11:011-Menie
1:01111.- liennes Tem
11:301111111- News
1:45-PT1 Cich
7:31- Where ilappeahm
1210-Duck Owens
lball-Saterdery Night
3:43-Ilimmortd.
1:01-Stank & Ned
12:311-Geed News
12:1111-Cher4e
0:00-Mist Wanted
I AI- With This bag
1:15-News
10:10-News
10:15-News
i,111:311-Senesey_i, Censpaey„
WNGE-2
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Your Individual
Homme

WSIL -3

WSM-4

1

KFVS-12
649-Famly Meek,
6139-Miens'Wilk
Maki kaki
740-Arlyester end Turmity
7130-Chee Cleh
MN-begs Disney
9:11-Tanen
1130-The Swum
10:311- Art 11
1110-Fit Abort
I I:311- NIA Daskelball
2:111-11este Semi
510-News
5:31-News
6:11-Nee lbw
711-Mary Tyler Moore
71M- Deb Newbort
110- Al In the holy
0:311- Ake
919-Carel bernett
1010-News
111:30- Gemmel,
11:31- amebae
12 -Deck Owego
1139-Good News
1:11-MISS This Meg
ITU-News

Franco& Drak•
FOR MONDAY,
DECEMBER 27,

irs

What kind of day will
tomorrow bet To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

AR
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)TA
Do not hesitate to ask
questions. There could be some
surprising answers; otherwise
unavailable. Evaluate carefully: take nothing as positive
without due research.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) did"
The importance you attach to
some things may have to be
shifted to more pertinent
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
matters, but don't let the fear of
change hamper your efforts.
WNGE-2
WTV
F-5
KFVS-12
WPSD-6
WSM -4
WSIL-3
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
4:011-Senrim Somata, 7:110-Mentor
7:1110- Mee Melee ihiertet 6:50-haw Digest
6:11-Chr1ate01er Gomm
6:30-1111hie Baptist
Stellar influences suggest
7:00-Tier Chersh
7:30-Gospel Siogiri
7:31-Day of Discovery 7:00- TSA
News
700-bees. of Worship
that you curb emotions, avoid
1:311-Pediscak Deeitim
7:30-Carl Tiptoe
7:311-11A
11:10-knees RAW,
7:11- Mum Illswessim
7:30- Amoy Sweeprt
impulsiveness and eccentricity.
$41-Gum Pyle
11113-Nook= Drebers 7:30-Noreld of Troth
11:11111- Gospel Sew
1:30- Oral Reherts
110-Aseeziag Grace
Be sure of steps to be taken,
0:30-i....behisen
11131-C11dree's Compel
0:40-Old Time Gospel 1:30-Day of Discovery
Ill-6u* Daub bow
1:30-11wee Stooges
then take them with poise.
-Good lbws
10:119-Changed lives
10:00-Odd DWI Commie 9:09- Dimeasises I. Fab
0:31-Specs Nes
9:30-Itez Numbard
CANCER
11:311-Orel Itinerts
10:30-Acme
911-I rt Dept. aura
311-Weiedmout Baptist 10:30- Animals, liaberds 11: -It Is Written
June 22 to July 13)
10:00-Connameity Worship 10:09-Tem & Sean
111111- Men the Press
-comer• Thr,e•
11:311- Tennessee Meal* 11:00- Gingen
A problematic day, much
11:311-Greademed
111:311-11elieiteel Iteseerces 10130-Chispleim
if:so-Face the Nebo
12:09- kisses & Answers 11:30-Den Yews
depending on your mood and
11 AM- Weight
Thee-AK Chmerpienshipe 11:011-This Is The Ule
12:00- Year led levier 11:01-Mee be Press
12:30-Directims
approach. You have plenty of
11:M- berm Spectrum
TIA- MIK Chunipionship TIA-NIC Mews Tam.
12:30-Direction
11:30-Iel.s. bead
1:311-Seal Tale
planetary backing to carry out
13111-AIC Cbmesiewohips SAO- News
11011-Swisay feekre
TIM-NFL Cbmpleaship
2:39--Unemmee Web
led ROW/
worthwhile plans and activities,
610-Disney
5:31-News
5:39- WIW Kingdom
5:31-News
3:30-Med.
INP•r1
filahowever.
410-60 Minutes
6:00- American Canditioni 7:00- Movie
6:10-Sixt7 Mbyte
5:311-WM lbspieni
5:111- News
LEO
11:36-Mg Even
7:111111-Sonny & Cher
7:0I-Siaiy&her
6:00-America" Candltien 7:00-6 Mabee S Alm
5:39-News
July 24 to Aug. 23)
10:011- News
1:00-klub
0:00-Mode
1:00-Kaiak
7:00-is liblien SMen
6:111- Walt Dimity
Your forceful expressions are
10:31-Drupe
910-Detect:We
It:23-Nowt
9:10-Debecchie
1:10-Movie
7:0 -kiwis
1
usually potent assets but
11:10-Wayne Dab
10:00-News
1011- News
10:40-700 Cab
10:23-Newswech
0:30-hg beet
emotions may tend to reach the
11:30- lintoodenlies
10:30-Perry Mame
10:15-Mews
10:55-Feces
10:00-Hews
boiling point now, so guide
12:30- With This itisi
11:30-km the beim
10:45-Gammas
11:15-Aady WM=
10:31-Gild.. Age"
speedi and self dexterously.
1210-News
11:45-News
11:55-New Nedivillans
VIRGO
12:23-New Ufe Meer
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) /Pik
12:53-News
A day in which to avoid
making hasty decisions and
anposeible demands. Otherwise
you should have smooth sailing.
Make the most of your allWTV F-5
WNGE-2
WSIL-3
WSM -4
KFVS-12
WPSD-6
around competence.
5 411-C
"
.
"
7 J•er.111
6:23- Arthur Smith
6111-Sendai Semester
710-Geed Morning
6:00-Good Moro. Am.
5:41-ball bort Walfflor '
LIBRA
5:53- Alsreing Devon**
5,15-CFO 7049
6:54-Pester 401/k1
6:30- Dreektest Sew
7:00-lets
910-700 Clire
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) larni
6:25-News
5:55-Joh Market
10:30_16nm pro
7:10-Today
7:11- News
MOO-Peary*
Advancement may be frac6:00-deb beery She. 910-CIS News
MO-Sanford A Sem
1:011- Captain Kangaroo
1:30-Grime Acres
11:00-Hot foot
tional, but remain constant,
7:30-News
9:00-Andy Griffith
9:31-Renew lam
9:00-Price Is light
11:30-Al My akiwree 7:06- The Tinley Sbew
steady at the wheel. SOME gain
?:33-lee Kew
7:25-The Scone Today
9:55- Caleador
10:00-Gambit
1210-175115 rum,
0:30-Veer Own Ike
inevitable as long, as your
1:11-CoPtoi" Koffenoo
12:31- Family bed
7:31-The Teeny Shim
10:00-Wheel if homes
10:30-Love of life
10:00-Dee No Sher
0:00-Pm is belt
energies and talents are poured
1:11-520:086 Primal 0:23-lb.Scone Teary
10:30-Sleepers
10:53-News
10:30-Nappy Days
into constructive channels.
1110-50 Greed Slam
1110- T wing mei testier
11:00-News Center 2
1:30-Owe We to Live
111:30-75I• 79619"
511
1010-"%bit
10:30-law Of Live
SCORPIO
11:30-The Gem Skip
11:30-bard Tomorreir
11:30-All My Child.
2:15-Gemeral Respite! 9:10-Nob'
Oct. 24 to Nov.
11:55_ pac News
10:00-Wheel of lenses 114*-70911111 It•Ffiass
12:00-let. Picture
1210-lhan's 11•11,
11:30-Search Turner
Try to put over your ideas, but
10:M -Stompers
12:30-Fly Feed
12:00-News
12:05-News
3:00-Idge of Night
not too aggressively or you may
12,0e-5111081 tan
I 1iM-51 Greed Sme
12:30-Dirys of Lives
12:30-Li Word Twos
1:00-$20.100 Pyramid
3:30-Lassie
alienate others. Show your
11:30- 1141110011 Slew
it
.
1 -Woollmw
130-The Doctors
410-(Mill)Thome
1:30-Gelling free
1:31-Des life to live
willingnesifto work WITH them.
2:10-Another World
12:30-Duro0Ow Lives 12:23-Nese News
2:00-Ail le fewily
2:00-Goal Nes..
(F) Music
12:31- World Tees
SAGITTARIUS
1:31-fl.Deters
3:110-Somerset
2:31-Mulch Game
2:15 -0•1101111111•11081
4:30-(F) Workshop
1:30-Colin LOW
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
2:00-Asieber WerW
3:30-Gilliam's island
3:00- Tattletales
3:00-Edge of Malt
5:00-(f)Seel Train
2:00- AII In Family
You have the inside track in a
3:30-Deady Demo
3:00-Somerset
4:00-The Scaly Ilerede
3:30
Mickey
Meese
4
number of ways - if you will
4:30-Irani/a
110-Leave It Tie Deemer 7'10-11418tek Go"
''''
4:00-lig Volley
4:00- INVIlf+f Hillbillies
3:00-Movie
Just recognize opportunities,
4:00-Dowitched
3:30- NBC News
5:00-AK News
4:30-Lady Griffith
_frisorgewsy Nws
41:53- Gillipon's lekerW
then set out to make the most of
cep_ wows
4430
5:1111- Tel the Treat
5:30-Aim 12
them.
5:25-WWII*,
5:15-Weather loped
5:31-Mews
6:00-%mimed
CAPRICORN
5:30-Nowt
S:31- tot Nigirtiy Nom
4:00- COS News
weimeme. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
m0:10- Nem
6:00- The Scope e 6
Tricky in spots, day will
TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
demand close attention to
details, efficient planning and
WTV F-5
WNGE-2
WPSD-6
MS-12
WS,L-3
WSM -4
good follow-through. Avoid
=Ida( rash promises.
6:30-Deity
61311-Pep Gee
5:30-CaMis Pete
0:31-Tel the Troth
7:1111-Ufflo Neese
0:00-News
AQUARIUS
7:4111-Captela t Team& 6:15_ News
7:1111- Utile Neese
7:00-Meal
1:110-Mode
6:31- Moppet Sim
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
11:011- Geer Ilirart
SrN-Ilowle
6:30-News
7:30-Kolas
10:00-News
7:00-Mode
Meet competition - but in a
10143-Newsweek
1010-News
710-Captain A Teal% 10:30- Tonight She.
COO-Meek
7:30-Phyllis
,
suitahlrmanner. Advancement
11:15-Mary Nertenm
0,60_ mink
0:00 _ Gess sew
111:311- height Skew
11:30-G. 1. Theatre
12:00-leer,,.
notable in writing, advertising,
11:45- Motto
12:00- Temerrow Skew 0:31 — Gi moos
,
1 11:00-News
1010-Nen
promotional and educational
1:45- PTI. Clele
11:311- Colitis' Cause
11:00-IRA
111,9111- Nen
i 12:00-News
pursuits.
3:4.5-Newswietch
12:00-lbws
10:31-Miss
PISCES
12:30-News
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Influences fairly favorable,
but don't consider all decisions
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
made now as final. You may
have to revise early next week.
WNGE-2
WPSD-6
WSIL-3
WSM-4
WTVF-5
KFVS-12
6:110-5121100 beestiew
:30-Incest,Nee
6:30- Te1 Om Trial
YOU BORN TODAY are5:311-Cactus Pete
4:1111- Newt
700
Skop
7:OS-!hippy !Wye
7,110-8611111 SWIM
7:00- Geadid Camera
endowed with a fine intellect;
615-News
6:31-Mane The Ti..
100P
-badeke
Women
110-Peke beam
7:31-Laverne & Shirley
6.,3._ News
7:30-Digest '76
are studious and scholarly in
7:110- Orison, nod Dawn
9:00-Peke key
940-Peke Story
0:00-11kb Abe,Pee Mem 7:60_ Nem Doss
0:01- M*A'S'N
your leanings. You are strongly
111-/ASA
70:00-News
10:10-News
1:00- bask
iii
attracted to science and could
1:3111-lavvrim & Shirley
1:30
One
Day
At
A
Time
10:30- height Skew
11:3111-6
"Diri
Th" 10:31-Tonight Sew
10:00-Newswedi
0:00-Switch
mike a brilliant success in
0:10-Mdi Men, Peer Man 12:00- Ti..,.
910-Siena
12:00- Toomorrow km
0AN _
10:30- Neon' Nedusew
almost any one of its branches.
10:00-News
10:01-lbws
11:00-Mid.
You do not always get as much
10:30- Guesseeke
10:00-News
1111:31- Movie
12:45-Fri Club
11:31-iresside
joy out of life as you could
1:10-Mews
10:30-Abele
2:45-Newserech
because of a tendency to live
12:30-News
-Hews
within yourself. Try to be more
inthis
since
outgoing
trospection can lead to
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
moodiness and depression r
moods which keep you from
WSIL-3
KFVS-12
WTVF-5
WSM -4
WPSD-6
I
,.. WNGE-2
doing your best. You have many
7:00-COO Sharkey
6:00-News
6111-Ilnahville Meek
talents. Besides science, your
6:30-Hollywood Squares 5:31-Cactus Pee
6:30-Tel the Troth
7:10 _ &ma Ns,.
7:30-Aides Stemma
0:30-Price It 15161
710-C.P.O. Sharkey
6:15-News
best fields are music, writing,
7:00-Bionic Woman
1:10-Siren's Gee
7:20- Mclean Steverson
7:011-Gred Time
4:30-News
II:00-Beretta
education and the law. Birth?:311-Jefferson
8:311-The Practice
7:30-Jeffereses
MN--Snit's Cale
7:00- BilliliC Women
9:00-Cherie's Angels
date of: Marlene Dietrich,
0:00-Med.
9:00-bee
5:00- Movie
0:00- krette
1:31-Pneetke
10:00-Newswedi
screen star.
10:00-Nein
10:00-MOWS
11:00-chsrie's Aso,
9:1111- brae
10:10-News
10:30- leery Mariam
10:31-Genseneite
10:30- Tonight Show
10:30-Mid.
10110-News
11:00-1'01640
10:00-News
11:30- Weed&
OLD-FASHIONED
12:00- Tomerrow
10:30_6406," movie
10:30- Tonight Show
12:30- News
1:00-PR OW
12:31-News
SAFETY LIGHTS
12:00- Toororrow Hunt
3:00-Norrsorot
12:11-News
CLEVELAND AP - The
flashing red lights at 41,600 of
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
,.--,
233,000 public rail grade crossings can be easily overlooked if
WNGE-2
WSIL-3
WTV F-5
I '' KFVS-12
WPSD-6
WSM -4
a motorist is not directly in
pee
'
s:30-laws
646_ coo,
6:30-Nam Die Tem
front
of them, says the United
6:30-Tel
the
Trete
6:30-Porter
Wagene
_
7:00- Vol Dyke
News
6:15-News
7:00-letter
Union's
reLa_ •11,,,,, iii fare7:00- The Welton
700-Von Dyke
1 Transportation
6:30Wild,
Werid
of
Animas
Miller
0:30-News
7:30- bermy
00 Once an Eagle
1:00- Newel Five-0
0:search board.
7:as _ waft
9:00- Gibbed%
S.
f.
7:00
-Utter
1:00 -Streets of
9:10-leniaby Uwe
9:00-Kilesville
The board reports it has
10:1110-News
9:10-Dierway Imes
7:30enwatch -Dorsey Miller
1111110- M
11:00-News
10:90-News
found that the alternate red
Tonight
Slum
10:3010:00-News
11:00-Sts. 0,1 Sas Fran.
10:30-Mary Nortinen
10,30_666,606166
10:30-Ky. leskethell
lights are outdated for today's
12:00- Tomorrow
10:01- News
11:00-Str. ot S. F.
1130-Inlaid@
high-speed traffic and recom1:20- News
10:30-Sts. of Sm. Fran.
1:15-PTL gob
12:31-Bill Show
mends that they be replaced
12:43-Him
3:15-Newswed
with xenon flash lamps similar
I
I to those used in photography.

I
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DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
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TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2
WIL-3
30-teak Virlred
6:00-Cedes Pete
711-Deep 1, Marie
6:15- News
0:01-ARC Minis
6:30-News
10:110- Newsweteb
7:01.-Deal Mite
10:30- Mary bermes
LSO-Movie
1110-Oily Graham
11:30-New1roes bo '76 10:00-News
10:31-New Year halt Ivo
1:111- le Coacert
12:00- la Concert
2:39- Newsweek
1:311- News
34111- PIM, Marshal
4:31- Cherie Pride
5:30-Bet Down

WSM -4
7:00-Pam&
0:10-Rockford Ries
9:110-Sarnia
410-Mews
0:31- Tonight
12:01-Dec mW Gladys

WTVF-5
:31-Tel the Truth
7:011-Ws a Mud, Mod, Mod
_I
10:00-News
111:10-Gouroomplor
11:39- Gm Lombardo's
Now Teurs be
1:09-lbws

Christmas has arrived
again and with it the usual
deluge of old favorites
Christmas LP's such as the
ones by Bing Crosby, Charley
Pride, Robert Goulet and
Elvis Presley. There are a few
new releases this year and
some worth mentioning of
previous years. Let's look at a
few.
Percy Faith
This is one chorus and instrumental IT that the entire
family will enjoy by the late
Percyraith and his orchestra.
The album was first released
In 1966.
The album itself is strictly
secular with no carols.
However, Faith has an album
with just strictly carols on it.
The best cut is "We Need a
Little
Christmas"
and
"Christmas Is.. ."
"Christmas Is. . . Percy
Faith" is beautifully arranged
and the chorus is always in
perfect harmony. It is a must
for any Christmas record
collection.

drums and is usually strictly orchestration is of the finest
disco.
quality throughout the album.
The sorriest cut on the I reccomend this for the entire
album is "Little Drummer family.
Boy." The salsa beat just
Gladys Knight
ruins the song completely. The
Gladys Knight and the Pips
best new song on the album is last year released their first
Christmas album,"Bless This
"Merry Christmas All."
The coolest portion of the House." The songs are not fast
album is a medley of 12 moving but they have a good
Christmas songs and carols touch of soul to them.
which is performed for 12
There is a pretty good
minutes. The carols are not gospel medley that moves in a
ruined even ,when the Salsa soulful way and is different.
'rhythms are applied in their "Silent Night" and "Ave
Maria" • are 'beautifully
usual rocking manner.
Another feature of the arranged to the point of
album is a New Year's Medley perfection.
which features "Auld Lang
John Deny*
Salsoul," "Alabama Jubilee"
Last year and this year,
and "God Bless America." John Denver had a Christmas
Again, "God Bless America" Special and an album called
like "Drummer Boy" is done "Rocky Mountain Christin poor taste. Overall, the mas." Bot have been smash
album is rated unique and hits on the TV and on record.
The album is simply
different but above average.
beautiful and hearing it does
Henry Mancini
The famous orchestra
remind me of the mountains
conductor of "Pink Panther" especially with such tunes as
and
the
fame, Henry Mancini has an "Aspenglow"
excellent album entitled "A
traditional
"Chestnuts
Merry Mancini 00Amm" Roasting on an Open Fire."
Sabled_Ortbeitra
There is a little tragiThis is the shocker of the which was first released in
year - Christmas songs and 1966.
comedy in the form of "Reese
Daddy (Don't Get Drunk This
This classic has about seven
carols to a Salsa beat entitled
Christmas)" and there is a
"Christmas Jollies." Salsa medleys with three songs in
great deal of beauty in Denmusic is basically that type of each. They range from "White
ver's Christmas carols such as
music form that uses Latin Christmas" to the "First
"Coventry Carol" and "Silent
rhythms with bongos and Noel." The arranging and
Night."
This is a must on every
record shelf for Christmas,
even if you buy it for Denver's
voice and twelve string
guitars alone.
The Osmonds
Perhaps, the release for this
Christmas other than Salsoul
Orchestra is the "Osmond
LOS ANGELES (AP) Christmas Album." This two
acting
experience
in
a
little
Acting is a precarious life, and
record set features 20 songs
actors tend to practice theater group at the Navy's and carols from a very verbase in Norfolk, Va.
brooding,
mulling
and
satile group which ranges
"I really went back into the
moaning when off duty. Not
rock and from
Earl Holliman. He'd make Navy the second time to get
country to easy listening.
my
G.I.
Bill.
I
had
no
other
Dale Carnegie seem a
from
There
ospel t° are
new
way to go to college."
pessimist.
arrangements such as "Kay
The
!Loney
helped
finance
a
True, the costar of NBC's
Thompson's Jingle Bells," "It
"Polite Woman" did grouse a serriesfer at,the University. of Never Snows in L.
A." and
CalitOrnitt,
then
bit in a lunch interview about Southern
"Old Fashioned Christmas."
acting
studies
at
the
Pasadena
the fact that those who
Marie Osmond does a
Playhouse. Odd jobs kept body
regularly appear in a TV
_beautiful job on the old Elvis
and soul together until the
series often are Passed over
Presley hit of "Blue Christbreaks began.
for roles in theatrical movies. -mas" as well as on "Let It
He
considers
"Police
"But I tell you, I get up
Snow."
Woman," now in its third
every morning, and I really
Donnie shows his talents on
season, "the best time of my
smile all the way to work," he
"Old Fashioned Christmas"
life, career-wise. Even when I
said. "I like what I'm doing....
and "This Christmas Eve."
had star billing (in films), I
It's so nice after all these
Little Jimmy Osmond touches
never had this kind of
years to have a job to go to
the emotions on a gospel song
recognition. Or this kind of
every day."
about Christ's second coming
money."
from
hails
Holliman
True, the job leaves him entitled "When He Comes
Tennasas Swamp, La., which
pooped. The actor, dog-tired Again."
is quite a ways from
The entire family sings
Hollywood. One of 10 kids, when interviewed, said on acapella on a Caroling medley
raised by a roustabout oil most days he rises at 5:30 a. of eight favorite Christmas
worker in Texas after his m., if he's going to the studio, carols. Vocals and harmony
natural father died, he's been and doesn't usually knock off are at their best on "The
until 6 p. m. But he doesn't
star-struck since childhood.
Christmas Waltz" and "I'll Be
And even after all these mind.
For
Christmas."
"I really feel like a survivor Home
years of Hollywood life, he
in this business," Holliman, However, they get a little off still recalls both the ex48, said softly. "I' see people on "White Christmas."
citement and the date he
This album could be the
around me, people who were
spoke his first words in a
success
story
for
this
stars when I was beginning.
movie.
Christmas.
As
you
can
see,
Marvelous actors. They come
It was June 5, 1952, he was a
there is something for
In,
do
one
scene
and
leave.
gangly 24-year-old newcomer,
everyone this Christmas from
"But it's that kind of
an obscurity in a Martin and
the reeording industry.
business. And I feel lucky"
Lewis comedy and the immortal line was, "Straighl.
down the hall and turn to your
left."
- Since then, he's starred ir
two short-lived series of his
own - "Hotel de Paris" and
"Wide Country"- and acted
in over 30 films, among them
"The Rainmaker," "Giant"
and "The Bridges at Toko Ri."
Ironically, the last film, a
Korean war drama of 1955
vintage, marked the first time
Holliman, a former Navy
May every happiness be your
enlisted man, actually ivent to
lovelieshof seasons.
this
at
Navy.
the
sea with
He enlisted while under-age
With our fond gratitude
but was discharged when the
Navy found out. A few years
later, he signed up legally,
South 9th St
became a radioman, but never
went beyond the three-mile
limit, he says.
"I finally went to sea aboard
the Oriskany, an aircraft
carrier, out in the South China
Sea when we made 'Bridges,by William Si
said Holliman, who spent part
of his real Navy tour gaining

Earl Holliman
Likes His Work

Thornton
Tile & Marble
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We Have The Top Hits
*
Wings
New Eagles

The
WPSD-6
The New
*
KFVS-12
Hotel California
Over America
Wings
*
4:30-Candid Cameo
'!6:00- News
*
New Rory Gallagher
7:00- Cramp Illowl Pend; 6139,- Day
*
Weil.
*
Calling Cord
Mad
11:1111- Rockford Res
Med,
710-It's•
9:111-Serpa*
*
I&MI-News
fire
*
11:00-News
JCS-New Year's
*
10:31- Tonight Sew
Alfltb Guy Lem herd.
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12:10- News Tears Specie 12:34-eay Groom's lbw
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All Students Each Week

I
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Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

...Attend Church

scorn GROVE
11.00a m
Worship Service
6.30 p m
Evening Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:001 m.
6:30p in
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:45a. m.
f:verung Worship
7:00 p. m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11.00a. m.
6:00 p in
Sunda) Evening
7.00 p. m.
Wedsiesdai Evening
SPRINGS
11:00a
in
Morning Worship
Evening Worship.
6:45 p.
NORTHSICH
11:00a. in.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.in
Evening Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a in.
Evening Worship
7:30p in.
POPLAR SPRINGS
Morning Worship
11:00g. in.
Evening Worship
6:30 p. m
GRACE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
104.5a. in.
Evening Worship ,
7:00 p. m.
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00a. in.
Evening Worship
6:30p. in.
KIRKSET BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p. m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:00a. m.
Evening Worship
6.00p. m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00a. in.
Evening Worship
7:00p m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00a. in.
Evening Worship
6:45p in
CHERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
11:00a in
Evening Worship
7:00p m.
ELM GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00a m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. in
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.00a. m
Evening Worship
7:15p in
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p. in.
000106 PUKE
Morning Worship
II (Ha.
m.
Evening Worship
5 30 p. rn.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a. m.
Worship
II - 00a. m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p m.
3rd Sunday
10 30 a in.
OLD SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Worship Service
11:00a m.
5:00p m.
Vesper Service
COLDWATER
Morrung Services
11:00a. m.
Evening Services
6:00 p. m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00a. in.
Evening Worship
6:30 p. m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Morning Worship
11 OD a m.
LEDIETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in.
Preaching
11 00a.m.& 6 00p.m
Wednesday night
7:00 p
CRUX
BAPTIST CHURCH,
Morning Worship
11:00a m
Evening Worship
7 00p m
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Sunda) School
9 30a m

SPRING

HAZEL METI100151
CHURCH
Worship

Worship
10 00
PALESTINE UNITED
Worship Service 11 a.m , 1st Sunday, 10 00 a
m 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 10-00 a in,
ind& 4th
MARTIN'S CHAPEL
UNITED
Worship Service
9 30a in.
Sunday School
10 30a in

•
• • •

Nazarene
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
Morning Worship
N.Y P.S.Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
Morrunig Worship
Evening Worship
GREEN PLAIN
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
SEVENTH IL POPLAR
Worship Service
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
Monung Worship
Evening Worship
SECOND STRUT
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
Of CHRIST
Bible Study
A.M. Worship
P.M Worship
Mid-Week
WorshiCpOLDWAT ER
Morning
Evening Worship
IURKSET CAIRO
Of CHRIST
Sunday School

in.
m.
m.
m.
in.

L00157 GROVE CINIR011
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Evening Worship
5:30p.m.
5:00p.m.
N.Y.PS. Worship
630p.m.
Wednesday Evening

... BEHOLD I BRING YOU GOOD NEWS
OF A GREAT JOY WHICH WILL COME
TO ALL THE PEOPLE; Luke 2:10

Pentecostal
LIMO NIGHTS
Morning Worship
11.00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p m.
UNITED, NOW CONCORD
Sunday School
10.00a in.
Worship Services
11 lOa m.,7:00p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00•. m.
Worship Services
11 00 a.m.,7:30p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY
OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:008.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p. in.
Thurs. nite
7:00 p in.
UNITED, 310 IRYAN AVE.
Sunday School
10:00a in.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
INWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00a. in.
Worship Service
11:00a in.
Evening Worship
7.30 p. in.
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship
10 00 a.m.& 7:00 p.m.
Tues. & Thus
7-00 p al

For to us a child is born,
to WI a wun is given;
and the government will be upon his shoulder,
and his name will be called
''Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God,
Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace."
Of the increase of his government and of peace
there will be no end,
upon the throne of David,and over hie Moldova,
to establish it, and to uphold it -with justice and with righteouantair •
from this time forth and for evermore.

to
-.
'7
i
". .3.
4
Aviir%-•-(
1

•_ 4 A.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
10 45 a.m.,7 00p rn
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10,30a m
Bible School
930a m
Evening Service
6 00p in.
CNURCH Of JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School
10:45 a. in
ST. LKI CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass 0 a m 11 a m 4 . 30 p.
Saturday Mass6 30 p m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St.. Murray, Ky , Sundays 11:00 a. in. Testimony meeting second
Wednesday I p. in
11110111111'S WITIIESUS
Watchtower
10.30a. rn.
Bible Lecture
9- 30a in.
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
Worship Services
11:00 a.in .7.00p.m.
ST. ANN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour
9 45a-. in.
Church School
11 .00a.m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School
915a. m.
Morning Worship
1030a. In.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:30a. m.
Worship Service
Sat. 9:15 a. rn.

Purchase Tire Mart
E. Mein & Iniestried

10:50a. m.
6:J3p.m.

Beauty
Salon

Control
Shopping

753-7598

7534175

Murray's Most Complete Department Store

Five Points

RUSSKLS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00a. m.
Morning Worship
11 -00a.m.

11:00a. m.
6:00p. in.

1050 a.m.
6.00 p.m.

A
hinoto
wican
ros

Cain-AMC
Jeep

Nerreet-Matehr-Gremillevleop•Pacer Bingen
Test Oreality UMW Cars
Item 753-6444
006 CoWender Rd.

Carroll Tire Service

753-1717

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Rudy Lovett

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd
753-2752 or 753-3571

Member FDIC

Corvette Lanes

Murray Cablevision
Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut
753-48.32

Creative Printers, Inc.

500 Main
753-3231

Chestnut St.
753-1215

So. 12th 8. Story
753-6655

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

Storey's
Food Giant
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Whirlpool Sales & Service

Let us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres

Conditiwieg Nermag-Cominercial Refriperstien

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLIDGE
802 Chestnut
Phone 753-8181

for

100 So. 13th St.

753-3914

Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck & Form Tiros
753-3164
808 Coldwater Rd.

Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host
we are rowdy spschols Deily, has. Men Thrs
SM., Sism. • 11-11ene Shell Special
Na. 1 rth frt. 441 -Cal n Orders to 753-4411

Murray Memorial Gardens

-

Jerry D. Lents, DonuM A. Ames mil Larry Suitor, omen

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
641 North - 753-2654

Shirley's Florist 8
Golden Center
Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Minim Mk, My. E. W. Melond, Sept.
Pb... 7534220

‘, Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

Phone 753-1713

753-2,17

Play School

Worship ith Your Children
*Children Are Gods Gift
1606 Ryon Ave., Murray
•
753-U07
,

41•11;4-r--

Tour Kant 8. Wicker

Quasar

Headquarters

753-3037

8e1-Air Contort

Open 9-9
Mon.-Sat.

Acres of
Free Parking

1-6 Sun.

Shop For The
Entire Family

Dixieland Center

753.9644

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
• "For All Tour Fertilizer Needs"

103 Maple- 753-1933

753-8777

641 Super Shell

Plumbing - Heating
& Air Conditioning

Randy Thornton Service Co.

"Jesus Saves"
Under New Management

Fancy Plants

Untie Jeffs Shopping Center

501 N. 4th

We use plastic &
wood treatment for
mold fungus

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED .
Lst & 3rd Sunday
9:30a.m.
Evening
7:00p.m_
2nd & 4th Sunday
11:00a.m.
No Evening Worship
IIMIEL UNITED
1st 3rd Sunday
11 .00 a. m.
2nd & 4th Sunday
930a.m.
Evening
6.00p. m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00a. in.
Evening
7:00p.m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:45 a. in.
Sunday School
10:45 a. in.

A.B.C.

Dunn Furniture
T.V. 8. Appliance

"Go To Church Sunday'

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control

MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10:00 a m. 2nd Sunday
11 (Us.:
m. 4th Sunday Sunday School 1000
am. 1st, 3rd, & 4th Sunday . 11 (Ha. m 2nd
Sunday
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AWE CHURCH
Morning Services
10:45a, in.

Hems 44 a im. to 5 p.ni. • 5 Days

Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.

Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.

401 Olive - 753-5312

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

MT. HEBRON
Worship Service /000 a m 1st Sunday &
11 00 a in. 3rd Sunday Sunday School 11 00
am 1st Sunday -- 10 00 a m 2nd. 3rd,& Ith
Sunday

402N. 12th
753-4845

"Bowling At Its Best1415 Main St.
Ph. 753-2202

Stokes Tractor 8.
Implement Co.

Murray Electric System

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-2285

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Worship Service
10 00 a in
150 & 2.nd Sundays
11 00 a ni
1st & 34'd & 4th Sunday

Wells Electric

Murray, Ky.

Call in Orders 753-7101

Rebuilt Engines-Rediators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.
753-4424

11
/
2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-14/9

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
10:00a. in.

Chicken - Pizza -Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches

753-7992

Free Pickup R. Delivery

•Coinnierciel •Resideetiel
Rewire Installation

Open 6:30 e.nt. • Close 11:00 p.m.
11:00 e.ne. - Close 10:00 p.m.
Sant 1216 - Mom 753-9131

SVII41/7 Open

733-6160

The Little

Big John's
"Neale of amity, Economy
Sedectisime"

Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight

git

Toys 8 Gifts
for Everyone
Dixieland Center
753-9696

-\koexciaAk 510A.vz
Private Breelifest, Liinclimits, Dinners
Swaim lerffet Lemichoon I 1 0. 0:30

Lynhurst Resort
Col. and Mrs Thins Brown owners
Phone 436-7345 end 4364376

South 12th St. 753-5986
Bef-Air Sheppeng Center

West Kentuky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
West Ky.'Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gun. Manager
Gr4Y4F, Calli•waY Marshall, Wien Counties in Ky. end
Newry Co., T.

753-4351 or 247-4350

4Remommemone

Mechelen minty theei.-Set. Neon
7534341

Automotive Service
Dept.

we instelo sheds,
braes, lAyfflers
etc.

Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILNAM-MGR.
' HOUSE BOAT RENTALS '
Ky. Lake State Perk

Ph. 474-2245

Jack & Jill Day Core Center
,

June McAlister-Owner

Ages 2 yr. to 5 yrs. - Net. 6:30 e.en. to 5p.m.
107 Sc. 4th. Myrrh 7534972

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
hrving Fern Immies Since 1936
Industrial RII

G.
(Ma
to
for
(J
BUS.

& C.O.

Dan Boaz-Owner
Railroad Ave. 753-3404

Murray Auto Parts

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue

Paschall Truck Lines
Rt. 4

Try Our Dellitieres het end Hai Sandwich'

Radiator & Auto Glass Service

11:00a. m.
10:00a. m.

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning worship Services
9:30a. m.
Sunday School
10:401. in.
Evening services 1st, 3rd. & 5th Sundays
Preaching Service 6:30 p. m.

40:00a.m
11 .00a. m
10:00
10.50
6.00
700

reel

CA
LYNN GROVE
Morning Worship Service
Sunday School

1045 a. m.
6..00p. m

Farmers Grain
& Seed Co.

COMPLIMENTS

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Sycamore at 12th

FIRST METHODIST
8 in St 10 Ma

Trenholm's Drive-In

Palace
Cafe

Center

Ktntweltio Tried Chat*
753-1751

the

10:50a. in.
6:00p. m.

1206 Chestnet St.

201 S. 7tt

TEMPLE Hill UNITED
Morning Worship
10 OU a m
Sunday School
11 lOa in

This Page Made Possible By The Following Supporting Firms.

Dixieland Center

Gemini Boyd-Owner
-Compiete hriesnatic Trunsmississ Service
-Front Esid Ailment
-Complete Tyan-Up IL Repair San6c.-

TA
(
N

Worship

MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
II :00a. in
Evening Worship
7:03p. M.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Churc-h School
9:30a. in
Worship Service
10:45 a. m.

For The Complete Look"

Boyd's Auto Repair

COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11,00 ern 1st & 2nd Sunday., 10:00 am. 3rd & 4th, Sunday School
10.00 a. m. 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11 00. m. 3rd
& 4th Sunday

10:40a. m.
6:00 p. in.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School 10. 00 a. m., Worship Service
9 00a. m. every other Sunday
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:95 a.m.
Worship Service
1100a. in.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10.00a. m.
Worship Serviceis
Ila m.,7 p.m

Begs& EJlt Zons'

7S3-7111

10.50 a. m.
6:00p.m.

Presbyterian

Beads

Your Complote The Stroke Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Somali"
Max Keel

10:30a. M.
6.011p. m.

10.00a m.
10 50 a. m.
rsiu
shipp 7:00p m. i Sunday & WedMorningW
EvenuigWoor
nesdays)
LIMO
1000a. m.
Bible Study
Morning Worship
11..00a. m
Evening Worship
600p. in

tts0gi
:
.; i(ir....

Christian

1100a. m.
6:30p. in.

10:45 a. m.
7:00p.m.

•41

the

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00a. in.
Sunday School
10:1313a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
Sunday School
10.00 a.ni
Morning Worship
11.00 a. m.
KIRKS° UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Morning Worship
11:00a. In.
Evening Worship
7.00p.m.

Church of Christ

9451
10.45a
5.15p
6 00 p
7 00p

11 00
MASOWS CHAPEL

7532914

but
y
LE
(Jul
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Your Individual Horoscope

Prices Good
Moc-Doc. 27
through
Thurs., Doc. 30

Frances Drake

FOR SATURDAY,DECEMBER U, 1971
What kind of day will
tomorrow be/ To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
Mar. 2110 Apr. 20)
Make the most of any good
ideas you have and, if need be,
enlist the help of others in
putting them across. Favorable
Mars influence.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) b'CW
Not everyone will say what he
really means or make his best
impression now, so give others
the benefit of the doubt and
most will do the same for you.
GEMINI
( May23 to June 21)
Organize your program so as
to eliminate time-wasting
confusion. A good activity day
for all Geminians.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Stellar influences only mildly
auspicious. Pursue a cautious
but flexible program. View
things in true perspective — not
S you would like them to be.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) /Zig
Solar aspects now encourage

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY
I most exhoust pipes too

Save
money...
pipe benclog
to your SpeCS.
TAILPIPES VDUALS
EXHAUST PIPES
FORMING
v•• EXPANDING

Discount
Mufflers

your spirit of enterprise, more
vim for carrying out plans. A
dandy outlook, but don't take
anything for granted.
VIRGO
)Aug. 24 to Sept. ZS) WPii.
In a defensive position be
in
voicing
circumspect
opinions, in your approach to
others. On Use offendve, be
gently persuasive --MMr—iMn
argumentative.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
Direct your enthusiasm for
worthy causes into progressive
channels. You may have to
revise previous plans, however.
Especially favored: cultural
and artistic interests.
SCORPIO
111/4V'
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You may be called upon to
make some weighty decisions.
Do not make them in haste.
Careful thought, a realistic
attitude needed.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(iir
Do not become irritated when
opposed. Consider: Maybe the
other fellow's suggestions are
better than you realize
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Review finances, domestic
situations, children's needs.
There may be room for improvement. If an idea seems
impractical, discard it immediately.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "tJ
There are tendencies toward
emotionalism here. Be alert.
You and those about you may
tend to blow up situations out of
all proportion.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Tighten up loose ends. As with
Aquarius, don't let the day
become emotion-charged.
Where possible, stick to routine
and don't go off on tangents.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect
and, with the proper education,
could succeed in either business
or educational pursuits. A born
, you would make an
.
organizer
excellent executive in large
commercial enterprises or in
the financial world; may also
have a gift for literature and
science. Anthropology and
archaeology would have special
appeal to you since you have an
affinity for anything of historic
value. Birthdate of: Jesus
Christ, Redeemer; Rod Serling,
writer, producer of the
macabre; Sir Isaac Newton,
scientist, discovered of the law
of gravity.

dr

SELSUN BLUE
4- DANDRUFF
" OZ.

SHAMPOO
OUR
REG. 1.44

5" X 7"

OR 8" X 10"
PHOTO

TAMPONS
5595
HAIR SPRAY

13-0Z. STYLE

4R

FRAMES

2KIR100

44

Beautiful trollop,itngraved

Regatar or super with
gentje-gl ide applicator.

REG. 97c

in bright wild'forte.

1 0R5 YEAR

Regular or Super.

from

10% to 20%
On Exhaust
Ports

OH

*Free
Inspection*

Artherized Nei lood•r Coated

BARU'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868

ENERGY GUZZLERS
NEW YORK(AP) — Spotting
the energy guzzlers among
home appliances and shifting
their use to "off-peak hours"
will help reduce the size of future increases in electric bills.
Shifting to off-peak means using appliances in the evening
when power consumption is
lower and electricity is produced at a utility's most efficient stations — usually fired
by coal or nuclear energy, according to the General Public
Utilities Corp.
A hot water heater in the
home is by all odds the No. I
energy guzzler. It uses almost
four times as much electricity
as the next most energy-hungry
appliance, the electric oven and
range. The clothes dryer is No.
3 in the pecking order of electricity users, followed by the
dishwasher and clothes washer.

DIARY
WITH LOCK
& KEY
17 YOUR
CHOICE
BOXED

Styllsti wary lets you
away all your
lock

A ,,thoughts.

STATIONERY

2

0
0
FOR 1

Assorted boxes. 18 sheets and 12 envelopes.

Secret

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

Antiperspirant

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Non-Toxic
Academic

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
PROFIT
LARGE VOLUME - LOW

Crayons

8 oz.

300 Ct.

Filler
Paper

97c

"Service Built Our Business'
PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
WILL
IT
NEW OR USED CAR

'a VALUABLE \
We wish
you the-Merriest
Christmas

COUP171111.•"-

KODACOLOR
DEVELOPING
!12 EXPOSURES . . . 1.99(;
,
REG. 2,99
. . 2.99
t 20 EXPOSURES
REG. 4.5P

N

LE

REG. 1.69

1804 Coldwater Rd.

Kleenex

Tissue
53c
VALUABLE

COUPO
;) VALUAB
KObACHROME
PROCESSING
II SLIDE
YOUR CHOICE II
99¢*
R)0 MOVIE

The Blackford House

Choose gold trim telephone and address book,
autograph album, address
book or tong telephone
and address book.

Bayer
Aspirin

1'

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Mon.-Set.
1_6 se
9-9

Equal Opportunity Employer
Parking
I J mit Rights Reserved Acres of Free

"753-6777

SAMIAmtaicixe

COUPON
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Monty Hall Tapes Final
'Let's Make A Deal'

Prices Good
Mon.-Dec. 27
through
Thurs., Dec. 30

By JOHN M WILLIS
Associated Press Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
After nearly 3,800 shows, $35
million in prizes and 20,000
onstage kisses from female
contestants,
television's
Monty Hall has tired of the
grind and taped his last "Let's
Make a Dead."
The final syndicated
program
the
starring
Canadian-born emcee and
actor was videotaped at the
Hilton Hotel here Wednesday
night. Connie Busse of Las
Vegas won two cars worth
$12,000 in the "Big Deal," and
there were no "zonits" — the
booby prizes like live pigs or
old socks for which the 14year-old show is famous.
At a quiet backstage party
for cast and Crew afterwards,
Hall said he never got a hoidile
reaction from his contestants,
who had to dress in outlandish
outfits to be picked for the
show.
"That's the love of it," Hall
declared. "The beautiful part
about the show is that the
people have always been so

darned decent and so warm.
"And underneath those
crazy costumes,there is a real
slice of America," he said.
"They've been very decent
with me, and have shown me
an awful lot of love.
"In 3,800 shows, never once
have we had to edit a show
because of a reaction from a
contestant — physically or
orally. The person has never
hurled an expletive when
they've lost a car, and got a
pig, or anything like that."
When viewers nationwide
see the show, they will not be
able to tell it was the last one
because no farewells were
said while the tape was
rolling. Hall, now 50, explained that some markets
don't run the shows consecutively, and other markets
are still playing last year's.
Hall said he was aware the
show had been "the whipping
boy for all the critics" who
complained it glorified greed
and commercialism. He said
he had "never minded" people
who made fan of the show. "It
was the real harsh criticism
that did get to me."

FCC Suspends Collection
Of All Radio License Fees
Accentuate your, windows in fashionable
tam n and valance! 4ets in assorted patterns
colors.

CANNON ITIOFITICELLO

1 50

BATH TOWEL
FACE TOWEL
WASH CLOTH

STANDARD PILLOW CASE(PR.) . . . 2.25
.......,
17
WIN SHEET, FLAT OR FITTED . . . 2.35
FULL / SHEET, FLAT OR FITTED. . 3.00
QUE-ti SHEET, FLAT OR FITTED 4.50
This dainty set with its tiny rose vignettes is as young as
springtime. Three combinations in no-ikon muslin blend with the
most decorative schemes. Delphinium blue, vibrant pink or butter
cup yellow.

Highlight your bath with rich velura jacquard towel sets in imperial gold, brass,
fresh green or blue belle.

SHEARED
PRINT

KITCHEN
TOWEL

65'

11
CANNON
ASSORTED BANDED

DISH TOWELS
OR DISH CLOTHS
From the Cannon kitchen,
choose 2 check or stripe
dish towels, 3 rib dish
cloths or 8 knit dish cloths.

YOU,
'
CHOICE

VELOUR
& JACQUARD

CANNON.
6 BANDED

WASH
CLOTHS
00 YOUR
CHOICE
•
winning combination of stripe or solid wash cloths.

WASH CLOTHS
stock

30'

USE YOUR

up no on Mese soft washtoths. Assorted patterns and colors.

BANK
CREDIT
CARD
Luxurious 18" X 30"
plush pile bath mat
sprayed
latex
has
back. Assorted colors:

CHOICE

YARD

Prints, novelties ank solids! First
qualOy fabrics of pique and poute
crepe.
•

Bel-Air Shopping Center
a,
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Sea.
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking

7534777

AT BIG K!!!

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Hang on to that $4, good
buddy. You can get your CB
radio license without it.
The
Federal
Communications Commission
doesn't want it, even if the
instructions with your new
Christmas CB radio say to
send it in for your citizens'
band radio license. Those
instructions are out of date.
The commission announced
Wednesday that it had voted 7
to 0 to suspend all of its fee
collections, including those
from CB radio operators.
The suspension will give the
FCC time to consider the
impact of a U.S. Court of
Appeals decision last week
that said the FCC collects too
much money in fees. The court
said the FCC has to demonstrate that each fee it collects
is directly related to the cost
of preparing the license.
FCC officials said the
suspension does not affect the
need for CB fans and other
broadcasters to get licenses
before they go on the air. They
just won't have to pay for
them.
And there is a chance they
may never have to pay for
them,
since
many
congressmen had been urging
the FCC to do away with CB
license fees before the court
ruling.
Thomas P. Campbell,
manager of the FCC's Finance
Division, said no decision has
been made on the question of
refunds for those who have
paid for their licenses. The
court did not order refunds,

but conceivably a license
holder could sue to recover his
money.
Campbell said the FCC will
have to consider the legal and
administrative
problems
involved in deciding if the FCC
should continue collecting
fees. He added that a large
volume of inquiries from
people seeking small refunds
would not help expedite the
decision.
The major individual
financial beneficiaries of the
decision will be commercial
broadcasters, who were the
plaintiffs in the suit that
overturned the commission's
fee system.
The FCC estimates that of
the $34.4 million in fees it
collected last year from all the
communications licensees it
monitors, $6.2 million came
from commercial broadcasters. The rest comes from
other users, like CB enthusiasts and telephone
companies.

Officers At Eddyville
Cleared Of Charges
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Four officers at the Kentucky
State Penitentiary here have
been cleared of charges of
subduing two
brutally
prisoners, according to
Kentucky State Police Det.
James W.Potter.
The four officers had been
accused by prisoners Richard
Rutherford, 37, and Brian
Moore, 19, of using tinclue
force in subduing them in
recent prison disturbances.

£0111 HIE MURRAY,Ky.,1.10GB & TIMIS, May,Deeavaber 24, 1876
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RAY'S LOUNGE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Seidl Felton, Is.
there friends Nsef
Covet Charge $2 heck.
Opus 7 p.m. Close 12 p.m.
Meet b• 111 years it elder,
preef required.
Open rhos Fri.
and Sal Nights

THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY. Calloway
Circuit Court
MILDRED BARNETT, Plaintiff, VERSUS
CRAWFORD BARNETT and EVALENA BARNETT,
Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the November 26
Term thereof 1976, in the above cause, for the
DIVISION OF PROPERTY and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 27th day of December, 1976, at
1:00 O'clock P. M.,or thereabout, upon a credit of six
months,the following described property,to-wit:
Beginning at a point on the east side of South 8th
Street, which is located 403 feet 4 inches south of the
northwest corner of the R.S. Cutchins home place now
owned by this grantor; thence south with the east edge
of South 8th Street 75 feet to Mrs. Bettie Phillips' northwest corner; thence east with said Phillips north line
145 feet; thence north 75 feet; thence west 145 feet or to
the east edge of South 8th Street to the beginning point.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

SEASONS
GREETING
hos rus University Berber
Shop, 309 N. Hai. Owes,
Dee Ulcers*, ferwerty el
Deerskin Surber Shop. Pleaty of Perking. Fr haircet Sr
stylise cell 753-1933.

I. Would you like to
ride our Church
Bus to Sunday
School and morning worship services at

Sinking Spring Baptist Church
if you do call Larry
Bogard 753-2353

YE OLD Horsetrading
Post and Auction.
General merchandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, antique
toys, throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
taken. Flea market
spate available- We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 4362575.

COMMISSIONER'S SAM_
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STOP PLAviNe
wiTH AUNT FPITZI'S
TYPEWRITER

Western Dark
Growers
Association

BROTHERS FOREIGN
Auto Service invites you
your
tiring
to
Vollcswagon, Porsche,
Audi, or other foreign
car in for prompt and
courteous service.
located on Industrial
Road. Call 753-0521.

Happy
Birthday
Shirley

Fresh
Catfish

BELTONE
HEARING
Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.

Live or dressed,
grain fed to perfection for your
dining enjoYntent.
Phone abeart fur
dressed fish.

FASHION
CENTER
We wok we individual who

Murray Bait
Co.

has dreamed ef owning and
spend* their very own
Ladies Boutique. Our
program ischodes • cawpiste set of fixtures, chock
Sit counter, miscellaneees
sinks, is store training,
grand opening advertisag,
and -pirwerit*i, radiating
assistance sad begkeling aviator,.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY Al this for is link es
$12,300.
CALL TODAY
TOLL FREE
1.800474-47n,
EXTENSION 212

Highway 94 East
753-5693

tfr
,

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
MondayStreet.
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:303:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753-,
3685.

BEETLE BAILEY
WONPER rFiT
COMES it4 A BUTTONDOWN MODEL
04AM
ear •

e
*
alb
4
111
4.
)
*f
t
raib

IMMEDIATE OPENING
for full time sales
personnel with shoes
and clothing experience.
Age 25-40. This is a local
downtown
privately
owned business. In
applying give age,
marital status, number
of children and ages,
experience with 3
character • references.
Apply in own _handwriting to P.O. Box 161,
Hazel, Ky.' 42049.
RECEPTIONIST for
doctors office. Should
have pleasant personality, typing and
filing skills. Experience
preferred
but not
required. Send resume
to MCC, Box 631.
Murray, Ky.

R.N. Positions Available
for 3-11 & 11-7 shifts.
Coronary Care &
Critical Care Areas.
Good working conditions and good fringe
benefit program including retirement. Contract Director Of Massing 502 886-5221 Ext.
609 Jennie Stuart
Memorial
Hospital
Hopkinsyille, Ky. 42240

IllEau=flegiL

4.0

WOOD FOR SALE. Call
437-4620.

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.

BATH TUB Enclosure
kits. Marbleized and
. solid colors can be installed by amateur.
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple.
FULL LENGTH grey
wool coat. Size 12, worn
3 times450 or best offer.
Call 753-9571.
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
MIRROR SALE PLUS
glass showcases. Tub
and shower enclosures
and storm windows and
doors. M and G Cornete Glass, Dixieland C
enter. Call 753-0180.

A

CLEAN RUGS, like new.
So easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent eltctric
shampooer. Big PC" Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
16 Home Furnishings
14114 BED with mattresses. Two twin size
foam rubber mattresses
with mattress covers.
Stove, refrigerator,
childs rocker, high
chair, potty chair and
miscellaneous. Call 5272531 from 8 to 5 p.m.,
753-0941 after 6 p.m.

11-25-

E5UPGET CHIEF

fORECAsT-

,/
QL/Ipment
-41t
...r.fatr446

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.
FERGUSON
MASSEY
510 combine with 4 row
corn header. Call Dale
Barnett 753-3787.

de

F.Itw6GOT SOME GOOD
:aWE ALMOST
'TONIGHT."

Real
'Estate

CHRISTMAS GIFT
Specials. Heavy duty
truck tool boxes, $89.95.
Standard boxes, 879.95.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row-Ford drill: Call 3957463.
22 Music,i1

ONE TWIN SIZE bed,
chest and desk to match.
$90. Four new 220 volt
baseboard heaters with
thermostats, $35 each.
Call 753-8821.

LOWERY ORGANS.
Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 53 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955,
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, Court
Square Murray, Kentucky.

Realtor Pat Mobley
'Purridm and Thurman Real Estate

False Economies

Select a REAL TOR from the
There are many. ways to
cut corners when you sell start listen to their recomvow home But sonse of mendation for the best
these may be veetcostly_in selling price. They know the
the final outcome. I refer to local market. let lbw hanselling without the services dle the whole transaction
of a REALTOR and attorney. for you - from advertising,
financial
Their experience and showing,
knowledge could cash be arrangements down to the
the best financial insurance Seal dosing. Anything less
you can buy.
could be very false
An attorney can be well economy. Selling a home is
worth his fee if he steers you serious financial business. It
dear of a single &vandal Of should be handled just that
legal pitfall
way.
trying to play expert by
fang in the blanks of standard deeds, purchase and
Consulting with peopir
sales agreements, binders, or about their real estate needs
financial forms can easily is our specialty. Drop by Purbackfire.Some of the biggest dom & 'Thurman on the
monetary losses have come court square or Call Pat
about precisely in this man- Mobley 751-4451 or 7538958. Were here to help!
ner.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

SAVE
NOW
ERR

20 MILE
DELIVERY
$423.00 ep, floored, reedy t• es*. Only • few befidirws,
verities sizes, left is stick at old prices. Bey die best fir
less.
CUSTOM WILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0904

1975 Cadillac El Dorado, 24,000 miles,one owner,extra nice.

Christmas
Specials!

1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 23,000 miles, new car
trade in, loaded.

Silver and Pewter
Gift Items
Wide Variety of
Place Mats &

1973 Ford Country Squire Wagon,extra nice.
1971 Ford Station Wagon.

Napkin Sets

1970 VW-,extra nice, yellow in color.

Selection of

Sheets
in:

PURDOM

King, Queen, Full and Twin
sizes

Olds • Poeta* Cadillac
-Ladled Cvrearnen Are

Ow

Towel Sets

MAIN COnC;ne

vut
p
le
Equal opportunity employer

16'41
4110

-

19 F3J

, TAX CUT
'ALMOST A
CERTANT\CCARttw

1975 Pontioc Astre,6 cylinder, like new.

SAft
)

WWAT45 TWE ,4,1AT EIt ,
OTTO? ITWOL4WT
L IKE TWAT
FLEA COLLAg

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534780
day or night.

6. Help Wanted

Merry
Christmas from
Nancy. Slugs() and
Ernie Bushmtl ler

PS'

SALE + CHAINSAW
chains, 91" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, 19.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

For rent

approximately
532
square feet, office
with
storage
space...utilites furnished.
Available
December 1. Tel. 7533341-42.

Another View

17.Vacuum Cleaners

Fired Tobacco

KITT Y,

P)Lucky
have
es of
two
to
Det.

been
chard
Brian
indue
mm

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-4213.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 82.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
Calloway, Circuit Court
REBECCA NELL LAMB Petitioher, VERSUS BILLY
MELVIN LAMB,Respondant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the 22nd of November Term thereof
1976, in the above cause, for the DIVISION OF
?ROPERTY and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the City of
Murray,Kentucky,to the highest bidder,at public auction on the 27th day of December 1976, nt 1:00 O'clock
P.M., or thereabout, FOR 'CASH, the following
described property,to-wit:
Lots 179, 180, and 181 in Bay Wood Vista Subdivision
and of record in Book 151,Cards 2906 and 2907 and Book
154, Card 2014 in the office of the Calloway County
Clerk.4 double wide trailer is located on the lots and is
included in this sale. Also,(Sher improvements are on
the lots, such as a storage building and picnic shelter
and rock walls. Lots are fenced. Trailer has three
bedrooms, two baths, kitchen, den, living room
w/dining room combination. In excellent condition.
Carpeting, drapes and built-in stove and oven. For
viewing see the person signing below.
Bidders will be prepared to pay cash upon completion of sale.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

cense
er his

15 A

2. Noticr

1. Legal Notice

Mb

Unfinished tables and chairs
and much much more All
reasonably priced

1400 West Main 753-5315

Om.

BLONDIE
12.Insurant,

WALLIS DRUG

The Blackford House

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS ,

1 804 Coldwater Rood
Hours: 10-8 Moir.-Thurs.
Open Christmas Eye

753-8660

Destroy!
For AN Your
Inseronce

Needs...
Purdom & Merman
Insurance

Balance your expenses and income. Be sure to
have what you want when you want it.
If You Pay Now

Was*

1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO
price increme to date of delivery.
2. If Hutson fbwers price you will get the benefit
of the cheaper price.
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheaper
price Hutson will refund money or meet the
price.

7534441

aristma

14. Want To Eliq

k

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
NEED BURLEY Tobacco
pounds for this year,
1976, Will give 20 cents.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.

LI'L ABNER
Ai-ILL 60 TO SLEEP
l-lEg;ZE, THEN SANTA t,\0\17 HURT- HIS
SELF LAI\DING ON THE COLD $7AN'MEE3SE AH'LL 61TA EXTR6,
PRESENT-Tr-

WHAT A SWEET LI'l_
CHAP, AND-OF-45of3•- WHAT A
MrZZLJLE
LF-ETCRANGE

G.,2_Gi4p-- 1

Attention Farmers!!!

UNT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.
16' MARK TWAIN boat,
inboard, walk through.
Call 753-1272 and ask for
Dean.
GOOD USED -electrit
typewriter. Call 762-2796
• days, 753-9339 evenings.

Free Protection
Better Results
More Service
Lower Prices
Bulk Loading and
Spreader Service
anytime-by appointment

Hutson Chemical
Co., Inc.
Murray,Ky.42071
Hours: Mon.-Fri.
7:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
Closed: Dec. 24 & Dec.25& New Year's Day
Phone 502-753-1933
Ky Toll Free No. 1-800-592-3969
I.

Iran Cie:Mai bin tido

Off*

Oa,tido01

Gift Suggestions
for Christmas
1

Boys

Girls

Tobaggons
Sleeping Bags
Jeans
Pajamas
Knit Spoil Shirts
Dress Shirts
Socks
Hanes Underwear
Belts-Shoes
Jackets

Slacks
Tops
Dresses
Panties
Socks
Car Coats
Dress Coats
Shoes

SETTLE-WORKMAN

I Free Gift Wrapping with each and *very parchese.
Ilsep Sortielforkins• for ossillty inerchandliso et•reeessedis
We apprechrte yew beakessill
You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericant
Layaway,Charge and Cash

.1
Irb two auulsissasalrawslarrobasturnesuswasamslaawesaatsastsan

SC
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Oldest home
owned & operated
in Calloway Co.

Reduction Sale
fr

Choose I. run

A

A/

SU 70
(

V Suits

OFF

Namebrand 40%

All

Jeans OFF
Leather Coats

Turquoise
Jewelry

40%

OFF

Men's
Reg. $150.00

Suits

$5000

none 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13111

Boots Reg. $65.00

Vernon's
Sport Coats ;Western Store
9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sun.
$350°
753-1145 Olympic Maui

CD PIONEER'

34 Houses For Rent

FRUIT TREES, apple,
peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
has all your fav,oritas,
500 N. 4th. Call 753-8944.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT - storage or
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
Call 753-4857 days, 7537244 nights.

1975 SYLVANIA 25" color
with
console
T.V.
remote control. $375.
Call 753-7160.

Reg. 599.95

HINDS HOG SALE Wednesday December
29, 1976, 1:00 p. m.
Hampshires,
Yorkshires, Landrace,
and Crossbreds. Boars,
bred gilts, and open
gilts. 250 head sell. For
further information call
or write Hinds Farms,
Willow Springs, Mo.
Phone 417-469-2029.

CHRISTMAS SALE on all
1977 Zenith TV's and
stereos. One year free
service on all sets.
Sissions Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. Call 382-2426.
Open Sundays 1-5, Daily
7-6.
27 Mobile Home Sales
24 x 52 DOUBLE WIDE
3
Hallmark,
1972
bedroom, 2 full baths,
utility room, carpet and
storm windows. Unfurnished except for
kitchen. Approximate
price $8,200. Call 7530519 or 240 Riviera Ct.

Car Si Home Stereo Systems

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Comte. 1144iesil inenholens Ilhostaressit

Steve S. Norma Bell 753-0113

38 Pets Supplies
AKC GERMAN SHORT
haired Pointer puppies.
Excellent blood lines.
$40 and up. Call 354-8776.
II

HOLLY PARK 12 x 62,
with expando
and
screened porch. Outstanding buy. Call 7533280.

Be Prepared
for
Christmas 1977

Bonk of Murray
Member F.D.I.C.

WANT TO RENT corn
and bean ground for 1977
season. Call 354-6644
after 5 p.m. or 753-1440.

r...........................„

V
V
V

W

5

ii

Spoke &
Pedal
753-0388
Select Group of

l!

iW

BIKES

,w 20/0
w

W
0

On

A Wonderful Christmas Gift
Hurry Only a Few left!

i
W
i

UNFURNISHED 2 or 3
bedroom house South of
Murray. Married couple
Good
child.
with
references. Call 4748832.

i
•Complete Line of Parts
& Accessories
•Back Packs •Book Racks"
Specializing In All

Bike Repair
facto war most:2(mm corm wa worm cor mom cw.g

FOR BENT: large two
bedroom apartment.
Range and refrigerator
furnished. Faculty
Apartments, 16th and
Valentine. Call 753-4342
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Nice furnished apartment for 3 or 4 girLs
near campus. Also
efficiency apartrnents for girls. Phone
753-5865 days, 7535108 after 8:00 p.m.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS from
the folks at Kopperud
Realty. May you and
your family have the
happiest holiday season
ever.

10 ACRES FOR SALE -7
miles East of Murray on
Highway 732(Irvin Cobb
Road), 2 miles from Ky.
Lake. Beautiful building
site on good blacktop
road. Mature timber
and open land. Call 7537580 after 5:00 p.m.
FOR ALL YOUR insurance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263. Across
from Post Office.

Ithictungliam tap, Ittb.

The Wild
Raspberry
in the Dixieland Shopping Center
Now has floating candles just
in time for that last minute
decorating.
Also beautiful Swedish
Otrmes for a special touch on
Christmas Eve and New Years.
Many, many scented candles in
different sizes & scents to add a
glow to your holidays.

Merry Christmas
from the

Wild Raspberry
& Jewelart
Your No. 1 Craft
& Jewelry Supply in Murray

VW'

14 itlitti

Special Purchase

MI

2111ilILL

IIILLSig

Magic Genie 44
4

""i•P"'"
4
4

40t.

You can play by Christmas
If you can ring a doorbell, dial a phone, push a
button, you have all the talent you need to play a
Lowrey Magic Genie Organ.
Magic Genie does all the work... and you'll have
all the fun! Let us show you how much music you
can make with just one finger.

Slo-Cooker

the green door'
Dix:eland Center

Chestnut Street

SI
#5304
Ideal For
Christmas

4
4
4

$1295

An Orchestra of ell,
R
sound
with just one finger!!

4

Murray Supply
4 20.E. Mein Co., Inc. 753-3361
Itt I

1 11 1 111 0

a1/afra

Conrad's Pianos
& Organs

May this Christmas be a Merry one
May 1977 bring you good health, peace and happiness
Thank you for your patronage to my shop
and Come back again, again and again!
Merry Christmas!

w
w
I

Phone 753-1424 I
I Olympic Plaza
thrwatimmustlamimettsKankumiummamica

virg

Litton

Open this week thru Thursday till 8:00 p.m..

"ATTIVIIVIZIZIMMITITITT1174%

Trzeze

the leader in microwave cooking. Litton was the 1st to
introduce automatic defrost, sari cook and sari-temp.

Blueberry Patch

Model No. 418

May Christmas bring
you happy hours an
shining memories.
Thinking of you,
dear friends, and
saying -thanks."

Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. Apply
at 213 Elm.

FOR
RENT

A GOOD inexpensive one
bedroom home located
on Ky 121 at Coldwater.
water
Community
system. House is on nice
level lot that could be
used for a future
business location. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
Street,
Main
505
Murray, 753-0101 or call
Brice Ratterree at 7535921.

Lowrey

i
1I 32 Apartments Far Rent
FURw APARTMENT
unfurnished
or
NISHED
w in nice brick duplex.

Dixieland Center, Chestnut Street

75 ACRE TRACT Near
Kentucky Lake. This
land is ideal for cattle or
horse farm - all fenced
with
good
ponds,
tobacco base, modern
stable with water and
electricity, other outbuildings on - beautiful
rolling laid. Brick 2
bedroom home with
fireplace, central
electric heat and air,
and" 3 car carport
overlooks countryside
with
lovely
view.
Reasonably priced, so
phone us at Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, for
more information on
this choice property.

SEINCLIIIISOK WW2*

Ill r

WEST BEND.

4
4
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for 4
rent, at Riviera Courts. 4
Call 753-3280.
4
31. Want To Rent
4
PASTURE LAND. Call 4
753-0967 after 6 p.m.
4

TODAY

w
I
w
w
w
I

4

12 x 50, 2 BEDROOM, all
furnished
electric
mobile home. Deposit
required. No singles.
Located
miles East
of Murray on Private
lot. Call 753-9829.

CHRISTMAS CLUB

43. Real Estate

DON'T DRIVE to school,
let your children walk to
school if you purchase
this neat and attractive
3 bedroom home 1 block
from Murray High
School. Home has many
outstanding features
economic
including
central gas heat, central
electric air, pehed oak
floor in entry- hall, patio,
garage, nice landscaping and reasonable
price in mid 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. for more inthis
on
formation
charming home.

ll

29 Mobile Home Rentals

OPEN YOUR

43 Red

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
3
NICE
REALLY
retail store building on
stone
bath
Pi
..bedroom,
south side court square _
home on South 13th
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
with central gas
Street
1-247Call Dal Boyd,
heat, patio, double
2833.
garage, family room
fireplaces.
and
2
r'OR LEASE - Building,
Basement with possible
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
4th bedroom. Call 753753-5881.
8080 or come by 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors Real
37. Livestock Supplies
Estate.

26. TV Radio

Thru Christmas $79.95
10% Off All Pioneer

RENTAL INCOME
PROPERTY. We have
several choice listings of
rental income property,
including duplexes and
homes with rental
rooms and apartments.
Be a wise investor and
phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222 for more inat
We
formation.
Realty
Kopperud
provide a complete
range of real estate
service. Phone us today

FURNISHED house for
college boys. Available
now. Call 753-3040 or 7622701.

USED 21" black and
white T.V. $60. Call 7530737.

TP-200. Put our compact in your compact. An
8-track and FM stereo that fits under-dash.
Even in your glOve compartment. Stereo/mono
switch and lighted indicafor. Separate volume,
tone and balance contPols. FET and integrated
FM front end circuit for better FM reception.

43 Real Estate

BEDROOM
THREE
house unfurnished. No
pets. 1305 Vine. Call 7535898.

24 Miscellaneous

PIONEER ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA

ONE REGISTERED
female Beagle. Good
rabbit dog. One Coon
dog started. Also Beagle
pups. Call 753-7126.

ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.

Dingo & Frye

Men's
Reg. $85.00

AKC REGISTERED
Cairn Terrier. Female,4
months old. Lovable and
very affectionate. Call
436-2502.

34 Houses For Rent

40% OFF
$2999 & $35"

AKC REGISTERED
Boxer puppies. Male
and female. Call 753-6412
or 753-0957.

MANOR
MURRAY
APARTMENTS. All
Stove,
electric.
refrigerator, and water
furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.
Available now. Call 7538668.

Man) Style, te

Shirt & Jean Sets

38 PPN

31 Apartments For Rent

,
azatkilmai-o.msAl.oxs.a.u.o.fsak.e,Awtba.04.0,..Cygre.045.046.1:\a,

Girls & Boys Western

3:1
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Phone 753-6175
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Weer-rem btl. 121171
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Sign up or I pair of jeans to be given
atuas einTI iceek between now tK• Christi:111S.

il
2321Ellk
6
31
•

with features such as: AUTOMATIC DEFROST,
VARI COOK-oven control lets you cook at the
speed you want. VARI TEMP-automatic food
temp. control, no timer involved. 60 MINUTE
DIGITAL CONTROL. All these and more from
Litton.

7S3- 94248
11\l‘t-L/ktk

S‘A°99"4ir CA.IL

C-Et E.
L I V IL

V
I

1:1terk ota new lines arri ving
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George Hodge s
& Son Inc.
205 S. 5th.
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43.Real Estate

46. Homes For Sale

ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.

TV & Appliance

A Small Business That
Offers Big Savings

Dinette Set
Table 8 4 Chairs

JUST LISTED unique 4
bedroom showcase
offering Williamsburg
Only $69
"
Decor of elegance and
warmth - enticing
3 Pc.
feepres include 2
fireplaces, 4 baths,'rec.
room , with cooking
Couch, Chair 8 Love Seat
facilities, built-in kitchen tefth indirect
lighting, workshop for
Only $34995
Dad, play room for
children, craft room for
Mom - privacy abounds
the two secluded walled
6,8, 10 Gun
patios surrounded by
Prices Start at
two acres of trees - floor
plan ideal for family
with teenagers or live in
inlaws - will consider
trade. Gay Spann
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
TIZtPm MtUM BY TM ffit mew isnainava;
753-7724.

FOR SALE- water front
home - Cypress Creek.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
living room with wet bar
and ,built-ins, dining
rooms, kitchen, dishwasher, disposal, self
cleaning oven, utility
room, washer-dryer, 2
car garage plus carport.
Covered dock. One acre
lot. $65,000. Call 901-2328661.

Gun Cabinets

$6995

116rrItertrIltreterottet
Surprise Her With...

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

753-1314
OWNER: Two
BY
bedroom brick house,
fireplace, garage,
storage building, large
shady lot. 425,500. Call
753-5818.

1973 DATSUN, 2 door,
good condition. $1,350.
Call 489-2595.

1973
CHEVROLET
Sitiburban, power
steering, power brakes
and air condition.
Radial tires. 82,950 'Call
-.,
753-5532.

010

lig8
CHEVROLET
Caprice, 4 door hardtop.
$350. Call 489-2216.

0

2
4

12.

DIAGONAL

SZ

'
,

Bank Americard - Master Charge
+1000a.m.-5.30p.m +Lay-A-Way

Personal Size Portable
Solid-State Reliability

ti
ili

The DEBUTANTE • 01350-Dramatic swept back stySing in choice of Ebony, Beige or Avocgdo Solidstate chassis and tuning with Perma-Set VHF fine
tuning, detent UHF tuning; fun Zenith solid-state
features and quality, exceptional low price.

ri

4TtratTrlitiVZ121/7
/1211VVVIZZI
4
ed
4
at
4
ati
4
0
4
tf
4

Tucker TV
$99
95
12:21
riatIZIL412,11,1ZZIZLILIZZLIZILIZZLW

TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

Murray Paint &
1111111111111N
44 Hobby Center elto
alatt
4
4t4) • Estes Rockets & Accessories et
0 Balsa Wood Airplane Models eddi
H.O. Train Sets 8 Accessories
stf

z

And Much More!

trf)

614 S. 4th Street
Call: 753-7363

attaturautattaaaaaaattl

NEW.THREE
BEDROOM brick home
in Oaks Estates. Large
living room, and entrance hall, den with
fireplace, 2"a baths,
double garage with
storage room. Central
heat and air pump.
drive.
Concrete
Beautifully decorated
throughout. $45,000. For
appointment call 4354578 after 5.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
home, den, large utility
rdom, 2 outbuildings,
apple trees, 2 miles
South of shopping center
on 641. Call 753-0154.
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick, fireplace, garage,
patio, large shaded lot.
425,500. Call 753-5818.

GUTTERING
_ BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for freeperimutiak

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR, steering,
brakes and air. $450.
Call 753-8487.

1969 GMC pickup. Custom
cab. Air. Automatic.
7,900 actual miles.
Brand new. Call 7539773.

1968 V.W. Good condition
with rebuilt engine. $600.
Call 753-9217 after 5 p.m.

"V.W. Super Beetle,50,000 miles. $1700. Call
85.

WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass
replacement. M and G
Complete Glass,
Shopping
Dixieland
Center, 753-0180.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,and
institution rugs come
steam
clean
by
Free
cleaning.
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 600
Maple 753-0359.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6814.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
shooting, specialty. Call
Sandy Harmon,7534484.

527-1315.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

ELECTRICAL REPAIR/
of electric heat, ph.
GENERAL BACKHOE ' condition,
appliaates,
work, white gravel,
teeter pumps, ./water
bank gravel. Call 436heaters and ythng. 30
2306.
1484 es
nce. Call
436-5676.x

Gifts for
Home &
Office

- TILE
TILE.
omplete pea°, and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entranee,
kitchens. Call J. R. •
Hamilton, 753-8500.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

PrzDENNISON-HUNT an)
14

Sporting Goods
Xmas Specials

Luggage

1974 LTD 9 passenger
station wagon with
double power and air.
$925.00. Phone 354-6217.

)

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.

1972 CHEVROLET Inpails, good condition,
50,000 miles. $1515.00.
Call 767-4793.
1963 FORD custornized
van, mag -*heels, 8
track ster‘o. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

1964 FORD GALAXIE
500, low mileage, new
tires. Call 753-7438.
1974 COMET 2 door, six
cylinder, 3 speed. 27,000
miles. Like new. $2250.
Call 753-9773.'

Twin Lakes
.7411-bill*A'N110=41-eNINOLaw

ROY HARMON'S CarShop.
penter
Products
Office
Professionals. Building,
753-0123
314 Main
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
0.81 Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home - hookup
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fairr, 435-4539.

25',

On the I,
irtiet9
tiP of
COrions

p

t LICENSED ELECd TRICIAN prompt efo ficient service. NO job
11 too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.
54

t FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.-

my true love
gave to me...

_.)

oil the bills.
Have a Happy Prepaid Christmas next year.
Join our Christmas Club.
1

PL:()PLEsili A N K

1

Furches Jewelry
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MI URN\
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,
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'
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444040.044

WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning,
aluminum awning, and
roofs' sealed. Call
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
Glover.

OUPQN

,
‘ •

UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing
in antiques. Call 7530493.

4

Murray, Ky.

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.

B-J WILSON Trucking.
call 4r7,41rav,
aue5127
aa69
nd dirt
,ar.

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO STORE

East Side Court Square

51. Services Offered

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.

1960 CHEVROLET Impala 2 door hardtop,
mags and air shocks
Call 753-6566.

30 IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.

.7(
1244

51 Services Offered

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

1910
CHEVROLET
pickup. Wide bed, 283 V8, standard shift. $3.50.
Call 753-9189 or 753-8124
- after 5 p.m.

4

l
i

tt61531triteittittittettre4

Wallpaper & Accessories
Are Also Available

49 Used Cars & Trucks

3

Hwy. 121 By-Pass

alp-

House

1201 Chestnut
753-1310

TOUR WHEEL Drive 3'4
ton Dodge pickup, 1973.
$2,160. Call 7534532.

t

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

Steak and Pizza

YAMAHA MINI Endure.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.•

14
0
14

The Shodcase o

Macrame Kits 8 Supplies

details.,
We Will help ,VOU ha*, the best
Christina, fillfly ever.

'
s
ene
1Wirwti

xtrainrinrwairizi
sti

at

CONLAKELAND
STRUCTION backhoe
work in BayEood,
Panorame't3hores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

for

47 Matorcries

+3

Blouses - Skirts - Slacks
Blazers - Sweaters
Vests - Dresses, Short,
and Long...There's
no end to the
fantastic
look you
can create
with our
host of
Holiday
Selections

..„

Servires Offered

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

Call

Living Room Suite

Wig

1

a Christmas Party? De
Vantis can help you. our dining room
can be made available to You .for .sour
own pritaw parts . .
time after
IkatI p. in. It e will reserve our entire
dining rowil lur Nr)11.
Planning

Dunn Furniture

La:ratio

10

$3°° OFF ON ANY

All Wormups
by
Court,̀
I Casual, Winning Ways,
Stag,

White

Bravado

PT

-

4 Novo SI
pW fwryl.

4

-753-1341
In 116534 Kw Sal

norm I
is, oss SP011•r•or

attattaattattaztaattaztatt4
1 rt A A fl A' A A A A ft A Pt ft
tt.
t.
t.

•

t.

SHOES

.

. '

C.
t.
t

PM

t
Christmas
t4,
tt
tt Sale
tir
26 Nov. - 24 Dec.'76
ir
t
t
10% Off tt
t
t
t
t

t,

t
t

BALLS

Will Hold For Xmas
lay-Aways

Corvette
Lanes

BAGS

e. •
t
IC
t

.tt
t

t,
1415 Main St.
It.
753-2202
t.
t
4.661111Te'll11
$
-111/IfT•ftlii
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OUR
STAFF
Walter L. Apperson
Sheila Baker
Mike Brandon
Gary Buchanan

OUR
CARRIERS

Jo Burkeen
Agnes Cunningham

Stanley Boone
Debbie Cunningham
Trey Britt
Ted Delaney,Jr.
Barry Drew

Chad Cochran
Pam Coleman

Rita Elkins

Mark Ferguson

M. C. Garrott

Jimmy Graham

Frank Gonzales
Butch Greer

Nickey Knight
Richard Oliver

Lochie Hart

Mark Smith

Barbara Hendon
David Hill

David Story
Doug Story

Debbie Hill

Mike Sykes

Vickie Holland
Debbie Hopper
Mary Hornbuckle
Vickie Lovett

Kim Tharpe
Shawn Tharpe
Gndy Tripp
Rudy Tripp

Phillip Mabry

Quinton Walls

Judy Maupin

Chuck Wilson

Gene McCutcheon

Mary Ann Winchester

R. J. McDougal
Debbie McWherter
Debra Miller
Joyce Nance
Mike Omar
Cindy Outland
Roddie Peebles
Alice Rouse
Marilyn Sanderson
James Stom
Robert Taylor
Sam Workman

ftlay your hearts be filled
with the peace and joy ofthat holy night,
so long ago.... vhen once,for a shining hour
heaven touched earth and hope was born anew!
May his blessings surround you now and always.

The Murray Ledger & Times

